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Experimental Fruit

Farm.

After mature deliberation and consideration of the claims of different sections
the special committee named in the bill
Dentist,
to purchase an experimental fruit farm
MAINE.
NORWAY,
for Maine, voted on Saturday, July 3, to
to 4.
purchase the well-known Highmure
»;t t! H jure—y to 12—1
Farm located on the western slope of
one of the bills of Monmouth, long recÏ SMITH,
ognized as one of the best fruit growing
!·
towns of the State.
Purchased twentyAttorney at Law,
five years ago by Rev. J. R. Day, D. D.,
MAINE,
M.UIVVY,
a large sum of money was expended in
Collections a Specialty.
κ
j
its improvement, the erection of an excellent set of farm buildings, the clear;:rk.'K λ pakk.
ing out of the stones and boulders in the
fields, draining of the land and setting of
Attorneys at Law,
thousands of apple trees. While in some
MAINE.
BETHEL,
respects there are signs of neglect, yet
Park
C.
Kllery
Henrtck.
A M!ac £·
the farm of two hundred and twenty-five
%
acres, as a whole, affords an opportunity
for experimental, object-lesson work in
&
J. H.
fruit culture and corn growing hardly
possible on any other farm in Maine.
c V « :. KNUINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
This step marks the beginning of a new
Hl*h Street, South Parle, Maine.
in Maine, for with the increased
ment
Telephone 111-12.
era in the history of agricultural developinterest in, and appreciation of, the apple
Maps and Plans made to order.
>: tin· timber lands an<l pocket maps of and the corn, it was necessary that such
M
1
:.;■·· for sale.
a farm be conducted to establish the best
.'..-here of the Atlaa of Maine.)
means, methods and practices for the
every day farmer to follow. Experimental work is always expensive and not to
be considered from a purely financial
standpoint, for the reason that so many
tests must be made to prove a problem
4 Main St., Norway, Me.
One swallow does
or justify a course.
not make a summer and one experiment
does not conclusively prove anything,
hence the problems must be approached
from every standpoint though certain
that many of the steps will be marked
by failure. To know what not to do is
as necessary as to know what to do, provided the information is sought for the
sole purpose of improvement. It is here
\ nils of Pipe Repairing, Lea<l
A
that your trials and troubles and ours in
and Iron.
fruit or corn growing may be solved and
we be helped to a larger and better crpp.
We must remember that this farm is
Ttltphoa· 1:14-11.
purchased by the State for the benefit of
the State, and every inhabitant, and its
J. WALDO
value will be determined not by the crops
it may produce but by the assistance the
experimenters may render the farmers
of Maine. We muit uot look for revenue
from this farm, but results; the outcome
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
of critical tests. Unless ψβ fruit and
corn growers use the farm through their
NORWAY.
Te β phone Connection.
appeals for solution of vexed problems
its return to the State will be meagre.
HOLLISTER 3
Under the direction of the Station the
work is to be carried on for the good of
Mountain Tea
every man who follows the course atA Busy Medicine for Busy Peoplt.
tempted or who submits ((uestions for
Brings Gulden Health and Renewed Vigor.
solution. In this way only can the farm
A snViflc Γ·>γ Constipation, InliKWttlon. Live
1 Kidney Troubles. Pimple*. Eczema, Impure be made a State farm and the wishes of
Un { Breath. Slutnr'sh Bowels. Headache those who have worked
for, and secured
Backache. It'-t Kocky Mountain Tea in tabIt is not a
f. τη). ST» cents a box.
Genuine made by its purchase, be realized.
farm set apart from the rest but may be,
il
ATER I)pro CoupaVY, Madison, Wis.
to every
nearer
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE and should be, brought
individual worker than any farm ever
has been before. Its location, one and
one-half miles from Monmouth station
and practically the same from Leeds
Junction, with the promise of a tiag station on the farm, makes it central to the
fruit growers of the State, and wheu
once the machinery is set in operation
those in charge will welcome an inspection and iuvite suggestions. Let us use
this experimental fruit farm for the development of fruit and corn growing in
Maine and unite to realize all that is possible from its purchase and the work to
be carried on there.—Maine Farmer.
ti. P.
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Deformed Apples in Maine.
Much concern in expressed by orchardists in Maine who are troubled by do
furuied and worthless fruit. One fruit
of
grower in Oxford reports OU barrels
worthless fruit last'seasou aud prospect
and
of several hundred dollars lose this,
various orchards over at least the southern third of the State are in a similar
Orchard owuers who have
condition.
had trouble with gnarled and pitted apples are urged to examine their fruit at
once for the crescent shaped wound
which the curculio makes, and which at
this season is easily recognized.
Apple injury by the Curculio (Convtruchelus nenuphar) is one of the most
serious insect troubles in the Maine orchards, aud one least recognized by apple growers. As it is to all appearances
rapidly ou the increase, orchardists can
not afford to neglect the alarming situa-

A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.
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tion.
This trouble is of such a serious character and of such economic importance
that the Maine Station has kept a record
of orchards where complaints of deformed fruit in the fall have been made
aud visited these the next spring (li>07,
llA'S, llMJî») at which time the trouble
The
could be detinitely determined.
curculio has been bred by the Station
Eutomulogist, from the young apples
troubled iu this way, the effects of the
curculio wounds on apples at different
stages noted, and the situation carefully

studied.

The methods of controlling this pest
tedious but effective and possible,
aud (if apples are to be grown in orchards now infested) necessary. They
are also beneficial to the orchard in other
respects. Sprameus of deformed apples
will be examiued aud the curculio work,
if preseut, identified for any orchardist
iu the state applying to the Station for
information. Such specimens should be
presented within tRe next fortnight,
while the wounds are still characteristic.
Not less than one quart of apples should
be submitted for this purpose.
An illustrated circular on the Plum
Curculio aud the apple, giving life hismeasures is
tory, notes and remedial
available for distribution to all who apply to the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono, Maine, for it.
are

Bargains

Don't Look for

Keep the Flies Off.
Cows usually decrease in milk in fly
time. All extra energy expended in
lighting flies means just that much less
Optlclau ami Specialist
milk.
Come here. Consult me.
Spray the cows with some good fly
Maine.
Nurviy,
t»ET THE SHl'R-ON.
repellant. Tt pays. By keeping the
stables clean, dark and well screened
,5R>
when the cows are in them there will be
less trouble from flies.
Some dairymen stall their cows during
the day in the dark, cool stables in fly
15 vears expert Watch- time and turn them out to pasture at
maker with
night so that the flies will not bother
Kennard it Co., Boston. them while eating. is screened and
flyIf the cow stable
that
tight, a brush door may be made so
all the flies will be brushed off each cow
All Work
will make
as she enters the stable, which
W hen you are troubled with your
e} es. Have your eyes examined
by 1>R ΡΛΚΜΕΝΤΕΚ,

Bigelow.

Guaranteed.

milking

of the way

A lit*le out
but it pays to wa'k.

«EUS,
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AND JEWELRY.

With Dr. Parmenter.

Norway, Maine.
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Democrat.

more

pleasant.

Spinach by

the Ton.

not often that we see farmers
raising spinach enough to load a threehorse team, but it is done right here in
Maine. Calling on Mr. A. C. Frost, the
great gardener in Oeering, who probably
has the most vegetables growing under
glass of anyone in tbe state, the other
day, we found him out In the field loading a hay rack with spinach. It was cut
with a scythe, raked with rakes and
dumped into the rack and hauled to
Portland, where it i) packed at Burnham
A Morrill's.—Turf, Farm and Home.
It

is

More than s million pine and spruce
trees have been planted by private land
owners In forty-eight counties of New
York State, as tbe result of the plan of the
trees
state forest commissioner to furnish
for planting at cost. The commissioner
of
Is quoted .is saying that not one-half
for young trees oould be
the

applications

tilled.

[W.ltten for the Democrat.]
Father Maine's Invitation.

That Tired Feeling.

On the first page of the June 24 issue
of the Farmer was a short, crusty article
from a friend who says, "Give us a rest."
He seem9 cjose and irritable like a small
boy who has gone to sleep on the couch,
when his mother is trying to wake him
and get him to bed. It can't be that it
was any of my advice or criticiem that
made bim so weary, for I have never
written anything for publication on the
subject he mentions.
As Γ have practiced for many years
these same methods that he scoffs at so
lustily as impractical, I must write just
a few linen, even at the riek of being
classed with those who "know nothing
of the complications of farm operations."
While there are always many small
things to attend to about the farm house,
stable, otc., an itemized account of which
would not be worth the paper it ie written upon, some of them might more
properly be charged as family expenses
than farm expenses. I am a firm believer
in keeping accurate accounts with each
crop that is grown to any considerable
extent as a market crop.
If one does a small business, employing little or no labor besides his own, I
don't think accurate accounts are so imperative. It would hardly pay to spend
a dollar's worth of time to figure out
where one made fifty cents profit, unless
he is planning on larger operations in the
future.
Where several men are employed at
the high wages now demanded by farm
hand*, as is the case on the writer's farm
—often having to hire some of the men
boarded—the running expenses of the
farm amounting to from 12300 to $3000
each year, I fancy that without an accurate account with each crop I would be
in much the same condition as a ship at
sea without chart or compass.* I would
not know where I started from, nor
where I am going. I would without doubt
have a feeling in my bones that the first
port I would make would be the insol-

vency court.
Our tired friend sayo, "Tell us, you
wise ones who criticize us, how much it
costs to milk a cow, scald the milk pails,
ice the refrigerator or feed pigs, or what
part of the contribution to the minister's
salary or dues to the Grange should be
charged up against the cow. Yet thene
iud many more are all a part of the
running expenses of raising the bay,
:orn and potatoes and carrying on the
farm."
I c%n
Doesn't this Bound strange?
think of but one word fit to describe the
tuental condition of one who pens such
He must be
wild words as these.
'looney." We have cats that catch mice
bees that gather
η our orchards and
tioney from our large fields of berry
bushes—thus aiding us in protecting our
I
trees and fertilizing the bloseoms.
sever kept account to see how much
time it cost a cat to catch a mouse nor
counted the number of licks he made
with his tongue in drinking bis saucer of
milk which he always gets at night. I
aever lick the cat and never charged bim
cent for board or lodging. In fact I
never knew him to have a scent about
his clothes but once and as that one was
given bim by a skunk, I'd do without my
pay rather than take the last scent he had.
[ once worked for a manufacturer who
would occasionally get gloriously drunk.
He was an expert bookkeeper, and yet I
never saw any part of his large whiskey
bill charged on the books when figuring
(he cost of any product of his mill. Yet
[ think the whiskey had a much closer
:onnection with his business affaiis than
ihe amount I pay the minister or the
Grange has with my crop of potatoes
ind berries. If one has the figures at
iiand to show just what each operation
Lias cost it may set his wits at work to
try to find some cheaper or more effectHe will get improved maive method.
chinery and produce more with the same
mi ni

nf

of lithnr.

It takes about live minutes each day,
when keeping the time of the men, to
charge each item of expense, whether
:ash or labor, to its proper account.
Isn't it time profitably spent ? Those who
prefer "the bookkeeping of their heads"
ire quite welcome to use it, but when I
wish to look up an account four or five
years old the account carefully written
3u the page of a book fits my case very
well. Though the work be done in my
unsystematic manner it seems to be a
more reliable guide to me.
I cannot hope to coax this weary
brother to keep accounts. Ile is probably too tired. Perhaps, however, he is
not so lacking in hospitality that he will
not entertain an idea.
If some youug man who has made up
bis mind to keep accounts with the different branches of his farming should be
influenced by the article referred to, to
çive it up, 1 can but feel that be is takLast
ing a step in the wrong direction.
season I raised two acres of sweet corn
and three acres of potatoes. The accounts total as follows:
SWEKT COKN.
ΓυΐιιΙ expanse for
Receive·! for com

labor, fertilizer, etc....$146 88

104.58

Coot of to Mer lu the baro
Pro tit (?)
POTATOES.
Total receipts
Coet of growing ami
Set

prodt.

marketing

$42 30
$V1 >5

'245.15

*136.10

For all except thoee used at home and
charged at market price tbis was hard
cash right in my pocket. It has gone
from it uow, but is not forgotten.
The corn may beat potatoes this year,
but I won't plant another hill of it hereafter for two cents per pound, while feed
»tuff costs so much money to buy as at
present. If our friend thinks I know
little of what I am writing about I invite him to visit me at Lake View Fruit
Farm—when he gets rested.
Although I sometimes have quite a
large crew at work for me I don't wear
paper collars or kid gloves in the bay
field, and if be comes in the growing
season he may tiad me doing actual work
in the field or being dragged about the
place at the tail end of a cultivator
drawn by an old white plug of a horse.
I can't stop the old horse long to talk
with him, for work is rushing and help
is scarce. However, if hie wind is good
and he doesn't mind getting dirt in his
shoes, perhaps he can keen up with us
and we can have a friendly chat and
scratch the earth at the same time.
In closing I must give my tired brother
When you
a friendly word of warning.
visit your cousin, the merchant, who,
by the way, never tries to get along without keeping books—don't ask him what
hie floors be
per cent, of the wear on
charges to the expense of keeping a
It might make him feel
watch dog.
tired or he might think you green.
When you have nothing more weighty
on your mind than debating whether the
he wags
energy wasted by the pup when
his tail should be charged against the
hens, the turkey*, your old woman or
the pump, just go out and chase the
moKquitoes off the lawn. It will do
in Maine
you good.—The Oxford Bear,
Farmer.

Ever eeoce I said what I did, that day,
About the chlldem a-coming home,
Some of 'em ever so far away,
I've talked It over with mother some,
A-settln here in my rocking chair,
Jest Inside of the old fore door;
(Outside le a lot tie too coollsh air,)
An' I've thought It over more an'

more.

How good 'twill icm, for to see 'em flock
Home so glal, as I know they'll be,
Old an' young, while I set and reek,
Mebbe a baby upon each knee.

f···

The Man
From Home

I know the young folks mostly takes
To the doorsteps—mother too, she sets there,
But I dunno raly, what odds It makes,
As long as you're gettln' the ou'door air.

of the

Claka

Marcelle Gkeene.

TARKINGTON

Play of

and

the Same Name

Heart-failure they call It, -no such thing 1
"Tie failure of ou'do-ir air that kills.
They want the ltfe that our breezes bring,
Clean from our mountains an' woods an* hll's.

From Klttery Point to Passamntjuoddy
They stretch In an' out with the ocean swell.
Come, chlldern, come! Come everybody I
Come an' set down an' rest a spell 1

By BOOTH

A Novelization

That's what the city folks mostly needs,
To lea e their shops, an' be ou'doors,
The papers Is full of It, mother reads,
How men are a-dropplng down by scores.

Then they'd begin to be rugged an' tough,
An' forget the tear an' fret o' the town,
An' my front doorsteps are wide enough
Fer everybody who will to set down.

American
Press Association

deals with a required promise and the awe wltli
romance
1 his
curious admixture of American which he heard that the newest atom
of humanity to arrive was already
plainness and European high motherless,
and then the picture faded
life; with a young Indiana girl again. Then came a succession of simin
the
and
title
a
dazzled by
ilar views.

clutches of
ers

a

headed

Pike oj
cept the youngest who live at home ian, Daniel Voorhees
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dickey Kokomo.
Daniel loves the Inhave a fine farm in Canaan and they have
and is determined to
reared their large family comparatively diana girl
as easy as some people raise a family of save her from the sharpers even
two.
They are thrifty and hard workRead and
her own will.
The children are very much at- against
ing.
with
how
learn
will
Daniel,
tached to their parents and to each other. you
They occasionally have family reunions but a single Jriend to aid him,
and many jolly times together. Ια the
faced a most .difficult dilemma
ecbool district where the Dickeys live a
school is provided for the Dickey family
and there are a very few other names on
the teacher's roll-call. Before the last
baby was born three years ago, Mr. and
Mrs. Dickey received congratulations
from President Roosevelt.
Oardiner is noted for its fine
old mansions, the Oaklands, owned by
Robert H. Gardiner of Boston, continues
to be the center of attraction and this
summer, in particular, scores of people
have wandered through its recesses.
There are 400 acres and much of it is
kept in the primitive condition. More
than a mile of graveled roads lead
through its depths and every portion is
kept in spotless order. There are lawns
and fiower gardens around the buildings
»nd these are capacious and laid out
with great care. The entire park is open
to the public. The mansion resembles
the old baronial halls of England and is
built entirely of Hallowell granite. The
?rand staircase is almost without an
equal in this country and on the walls of
this hall bangs an oil painting of Dr.
Grardiner, founder of the town.

Although

At Allagash Falls water power can be
bad to the extent of 20,540 horse power
for each working day in (The year by
building three dams at the foot of Churchill, Round and Long lakes. Again, by
the construction of dams at the foot of
Round and Long lakes, water power can
be developed to produce 13,040 horse
power throughout the year, while by developing the natural resources of the
river below Churchill Lake at Chase's
Rips, 10,380 horse power can be secured,
[n the region, according to a report rendered the secretary of the interior, there
of water power privileges
scores
are
which would support thrifty manufacof from 3,000 to δ,000 intowns
turing
habitants.
sented to the city of Augusta by the
heirs of the late Orville Dewey Baker
has been placed in position in Market
ftquare. The fountain is seven feet, four
inches in height and weighs nearly ten
tons. The sub-base weighs two tons,
the drinking basin seven tons and the
die and tablet three-quarters of a ton
The foundation weighs ten tons. The
bronze tablet upon the die is a handsome
piece of workraanehip and contains thr
inscriptiou: "In memory of Joseph Baker and Orville Dewey Baker. Presented
to the City of Augusta by the Heirs of
Orville Dewey Baker, 1909."
A porter in an Augusta hotel received
few days ago an express package from
a friend of hie who is a practical joker,
and upon opening the package found ii
to contain an empty cigar box with the
single word "Stung" upon the cover
The porter decided to get even with hit
friend by sendiDg him a collect telegram
of thanks. The telegram was returned
to him by the practical joker unopened
and the porter was obliged to pay the
cost of the telegram as well as the express charges on the original package.
He is now trying to figure just bow much
he is out by the transaction.
a

Work is to begin at once on the construction of the big Magalloway dam,
which is to make a new lake in the
woods of Maine. The new dam will be
more than forty-fire feet in height and
will be one of the notable structures of
the country, holding back one of the
largest bodies of water in Maine. A
specially large amount of work is involved in its construction, as it is so far
from a base of supplies, and all the
cement and other material used in its
construction must be hauled a long distance.
Two deer were captured in the city of
One
Portland on Saturday, the 17th.
was found being worried by dogs in the
back yard of a house in the eastem end
of the city. The other was at the works
of the Portland Company, and was considerably injured trying to jump over a
Both were turned over
car of old iron.
to the park commissioner, and cared for
at the deer paddock at the Oaks, but
they had been ao much injured that they
died shortly afterward.
in some of the Maine
Washington
papers speaks thus of a native of Jay:
A veteran judge in whom Maine people
have an interest, is rounding out a 20year period of service here in Washington. He is Police Court Judge Ivory J.
Kimball, who started life up in Jay, Me.,
and has become not only a very representative citizen of the national capital,
but very much of an institution here in
the contest against the lower classes of
law breakers.
news

being made to more than
capacity of the Ellsworth
power plant of the Bar Harbor A Union
River Power Co. The present equipment produces 1500 kilowatts, there being two generators of 1000 and 500 kilowatts respectively. Two generator· will
be installed, adding 2000 kilowatts. The
ento
men
propose
Nova Scotia apple
work probably will not begin until next
courage the export of apples from Hall- spring, though it may be decided to befax and are building a $500,000 oold gin work this year.
storage plant for the accommodation of
Miss Grace Hodgdon Boutelle, daughapple exporters. They claim that one
late Congressman Boutelle of
million barrels would naturally go ter of the
Bangor, is considered one of the boldest
abroad through that port.
and most uncompromising suffragettes
of London. She proudly, toasts of havKeeping a lot of small producing cows ing been \n prison for a month, as the
that do not pay the expense of keep is result of her violent devotion to the
one way to commit financial suicide.
cause.
The small yield cow baa done more to
and farms of
Belfast hopes to induce a fertilizer
impoverish the farmersother
cause.
concern to erect a factory in that city, to
New England than any
employ between 50 ana 100 men. 'Tie
for claimed, too, that the plant will be-odorMaryland appropriates 14,000,000must
less.
road improvements, a part of which
be spent for planting trees along the
Old Home Week is not to be entirely
highways. Maryland is naturally a land ignored in Maine this year. Ad old
of beauty; with good roads her rural home reunion will be held at Weeks'
districts will be doably attractive.
Plans are
double the

A Vermont dairyman decided to imMills, New Sharon, on August 14th.
and feeding
prove bis methods of cire
It has been suggested that the new
the
will
give
Home batter-making
stock. The flrst year his 45 cows gave
electric road between Augusta and Warthe beet returns to the man who cultivâtes
an average yield of 151 lbs. each;
trade and oaa make ren have a parlor oar named* Lindlej
aecond year 16$ lbs. ; tbe third 182 lb·. ; high-class private
Murray Staples.
batter that will please hia customers.
and tbe fourth 187 lb·.

HARRY LEON
WILSON

Copyriitht, 1909, by

quartet of sharpby an impecunious
British peer; with the girl's An·
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dickey of Canaan
a Russian
have been married about twenty-seven glomaniac brother,
years and they have had born to there noble in disguise, an escaped
twenty-one children and all are now liv- Russian convict and a faithless
ing and they have been born at single
births. Mrs. Dickey is now forty-two wije, and, most important of all,
years old, having been married when with the girl's shrewd, witty,
she was fourteen years old. The chilresourceful guarddren all live in and around Canaan ex- courageous,
State Items of Interest.

·»··

why he figured so prominently in an international romance in which
heraldry was
and

more

important than hearts and

cupidity far
than Cupid.

more

conspicuous

lie saw the dingy real estate office
grow Into a respectable brick building,
and then Into a handsome stone edifice,
and the henvy -featured man turn
grayer and grayer and more somber
and mure hardworking, and he could
remembt* the day when the tiny Ethel
was brought to the office for the first
time and of the manner in which she
began to grow up. He recalled the day
when she reached the mature age of
twelve and of how he had presented
to her a Bible for a gift and of the
manner In which he had blushed for
all his twenty-five years.
And then he recalled the day when
John Simpson had confided to him
that the "kids" were to be given advantages and were to be sent abroad
to school. There came a blank after
that, but he recalled as If It had been
but yesterday the feeling with which
he had gone off into a corner and
wrestled with the grief that had beset
him. He could even see the fluttering
hand that waved to him from the car
window as the train took her and her

"Keuieuiber that old tune, Tom," he
asked—"'Sweet Genevieve?'"
"Get out!" snapped Perkins. "That's
a million years old.
Why don't you
keep up to date If you're going in for
music? What do you care about 'Sweet

Genevieve,' nn.vwny?"

"I used to know somebody that sang
It—once— long ago," said Pike quietly.
'Ί used to hear John Simpson whistle
it years before'he died and left all
that money to me for those two kids.
Tom"—he turned suddenly and transfixed bis friend with an accusatory
finger—"what would you think of a
guardian that doesn't guard?"
Perkins regarded him rebelllously.
"Depends on whose guardian he Is

and whether the guardees want him to
If you're
attend to business or not.
tulklng about those kids of John Simpson's. I'd say you've done about all
you could be expected to. You've kept
the money together, haven't you?
You've made It grow. You've sent it
along regular—over there. What more
could any one wunt?"
"Maybe that Isn't enough."
"When are those two coming home?"
went on Perkins.
"Why don't they
back and spend John's money
where it was made—at home?"
"I don't believe they're coming back
"Things
right soon." replied Pike.

come

hair that was bnlf hidden by a big
garden hat. There was a smile about
the Hps that seemed very engaging,

and the muslin dress she wore had
been accentuated In Its simplicity by
the art of the London photographer.
Pike had preserved the picture, which
had been given to him by old Joun
Simpson the day before he died, and
he sighed as be looked at It.
Then he laid It face down upon th·
tesk and dropped his ctiin into ois
hand. It may have been an hour that
he sat there, and in that time never a
thought of his legal business crossed
his mind. lie was busy with a fanciful picture of an unknown city that in
spite of Ills desire seemed to tak#on
the aspects of a larger Kokonm, and in
his fancy he could see a big, well knit
young fellow bending eagerly over to
look into the face of a girl, and be
beard her call him Almerlc.
"Must be a mighty fine man," be
mused—"a fine big mau—to capture

"it's a giri,!"

"That

so?"

lessly.

Bank building, the gaunt young limn
with the stern features aud the kindly
gray eyes tluu always seemed a perpetual rebuke to the face In which they
were set rumluated over the letter he
held in his band. Ills back was to the
door—a half glass door which was also
the main aud only entrance to the
room and which bore upon Its translucent surface in ragged letters, worn
by the polishing the glass had undergone. the words, "Daniel Voorhees
Pike, Attorney at Law."
I'lke himself had a queer twist of
feature, a sort of whimsicality that
pervaded the very atmosphere about
him, and the smile with which he re·
garded the letter he held had a world
of reminiscence and sadness In It
As he gazed at It the letter seemed
to fade Into nothingness, aud In Its
place there rose the picture of a day
years before, a day that caused the
dingy walls of the office to become
tenuous and gauzy, and through the
gauze he seemed to see another office—
a ramshackle sort of place, with a tin
sign showing through the window
which Informed the passerby that real
estate was the commodity dispensed
within. To I'lke the picture grew yet
more distinct, and in the broken bottom cane chair he saw the figure of a
heavy faced man in his shirt sleeves
engaged In smoking a corncob pipe.
In another corner of the room he
•could see a red headed boy poring over
a pine table, laltorlously copying in a

responded

Pike

had been given an opportunity, have
resolved Itself Into a good working Imitation of a brain. To his friends he
was "that hopeless ass" and to his
enemies and debtors--of the latter not
Auα few—"that beastly bounder, St,

byn."

"You see, governor," the honorable
VImerle went on, "It isn't as If I cared
I'm a queer beggar.
ior the tlifte gal.

aim-

"Of course it's so. man!" replied the
other, shaking him vigorously by the
shoulder. "Wake up, can't you? It's
worth fifteen thousand a year to you!"
Pike turned quizzical eyes upon his
friend and folded the letter he held In
his hand.
"Much obliged to you, Tom," he said.
"I guess I'm kind of upset today. Got
α
letter here that—Jolted me a little.
I'm thinking of going away for a

spell."
"Going away!" ejaculated his friend
wide
with
"Going away!
eyes.
Where?"
"I guess I'll take a trip across the
"Alwater." replied Pike dreamily.

to see those foreign
ways wanted
parts, those Venlces awl Itomes and
London*. .Must be a queer tiibe over
there, Tom. Not much like us plain
Lots of high and
folks here, eh?
mighty flutes and earls and things and
coats of arms and crowns and coaches
with white horses, eh?"
Tom Perkins sat down In a chair
Ile
with a gasp of astonishment.

stared at his friend with frank amazement written on his face and opened
his mouth twice before his lips formed
the words.
tac

ouiu

m

·ι·»ν·

"Europe," he replied. "Say, Tom,
you remember Jim Cooley? They sent
Made
over there, didn't they?
4 Jim
him vice consul or something over In
London?' I'd maybe get a chance to

Jim and talk to him about—about
old times."
His voice died down, and he regarded
the wall again.
"Never happened to hear of folks
over there of the name of—of Haw·

see
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Rort of seem to attract 'otn over there
It must be a mighty tine place."
"Huh!" replied Perkins disgustedly
"What's the matter with Kokomo?
Why don't that f<irl come hack home
and marry and settle down'/ Tell me

that."
Pike smiled queerly, and his head
seemed to shrink Into his shoulders a
trifle as he thrust his hands Into his

his teeth and extend his two palms
il they were a foot or so apart.
"
'bout s<
"A girl. Dan," he heard.
long.' Dan. and purtler than all get
Au" she's goln' to be a big reout
sponsibility. my, boy. We'll have to
sell a heap of lots to pay what she's
goln" to cost, Dan—a whole heap of
uni

Jots."
And gradually the picture seemed to
fade away. and. like a dlssolvlug view.
Its place was taken by another—the
picture of η linlf timbered house that
stood back anions some trees at the
Tie
corner "f Mnl?> and Center streets
ccu.d see the worn steps leading up «»
the veranda and himself approaching
half fearfully along the gravel walk

ALMEHW

HON.

"I guess she's going to marry and
settle down, Tom, all right." he said
slowly. "From what I hear she's going to marry one of those dukes <rtr
earls I was mentioning."
"Marry a foreigner!" cried Perk lus,
jumping to hH feet. "Why. I thought

she"—
"Never mind what you thought.
Tom," returned Pike. "I'm telling you
she's going to he married. That's why
I guess she won't be likely to come
I guess Kokomo's
back to Kokomo.
a pretty poor looking place after some
of those other places she's been sec

"I can't let you read it. but it's from
a place In Italy—Sorrento," he went
on slowly, mouthing the unfamiliar
word. "She says she's going to marry
the Hon. AlmerJc St. Aubyn, heir to
the ancient bouse of Hawcastle. And
she wants to make a settlement on
him. £he can't marry without my consent, you know, Tom. If she does the
money goes to the Kokomo Orphan

asylum."
"Going to give your consent?" In-

quired

Perkins.
"Don't know," answered Pike. "I've
got to look the young man over first
I promised John Simpson I'd always
look after her. That was when she
He said girls sometime:'
was born.
got into a tight place and they'd need
Sounds
some one to pull them out.
good, doesn't it. Tom? Hon. Almeric
St. Aubyn. Must be a member of con-

Maybe
something
gress
I can't
he'll be a senator some day.
to
show
object, Tom. If he's got a
make a good living for her. can I?
Say. what Is a settlement, anyway?
You don't suppose I've been keeping
her short of money, do you. and she",
or

over

there.

ST.

AUBYX."

tell folks that ask for mo that I'll be
back In a month or so."
Then lie sat down and wrote to Jim
Cooley at London.
At 8 that night he stepped aboard an
eastlNiund train and the next after-

Sorrento
New York.
was in
noon
seemed a long way off. and It was
with a heavy heart that he walked up
the gangplank of La Provence.

pockets.

round hand some title deeds. Then,
through the reaches of the past, he •astle, did you, Tom?" he went ou. "I
seemed to hear the heavy faced man don't know what sort of business they
remove the pipe from bis mouth and are In, but 1 guess they're well to do*
Never happened to hear of them, eh?" Ing."
hem! him speak.
Perkins shook his head, and Pike
"Dan," he said, "It's a girl!"
"IIow do you know?" asked Perkins,
Aud he heard the gasp the boy gave went on:
drawing his chair forward.
and
Jim
his
stool
Cooley
forth as he turned about on
"Maybe I'll write to
Pike lifted the letter he had folded up
ask him about these people. Jim'd be
"I got this from her," he said simsas·
τ
likely to kuow 'em. I guess. Vied con- ply. "Want to know what's In it?"
sul must be a pretty big bug over
"Yes," answered Perkins.

and looked with startled eyes Into the
kimlly blue ones that glimmered intc
his own.
"A—girl!" lie seemed to hear the boj
say. "A little girl. Mr. Simpson?"
In his fa bey he saw the big man
nod. saw him place the pipe back In

pat advertisement.

year or two, and If Ilelene can capture
the young ass. Morace, I'll force her
to divide with me."
"But It's such a beastly bore, governor," drawled Almeric St. Aubyn,
and he flicked idly at the rhododendron bushes with bis stick.
He wns a pale, washed out youth,
with an inimitable drawl and a shimmering of Intellect that might. If it

Suddenly the door behind him opened
and shut quickly, tyid quick steps
caused him to drop his feet to the
floor. He turned and found a visitor
nt his elbow.
"Dan." said the newcomer, "it's
nil yours. Jenkins just got a telegram
that the K. and G. has decided to offer
you the representation for this end of
the state."

CHAPTER I.

eye on the main chance and who
to their
patrons In return for modeet and well

gladly extend unlimited credit

Strangely enough, the HawcastleCreecb combination did not drag the
willing Simpsons Into the glittering
presence of the real set.
On the contrary, with a somewhat
dog in the manger policy, they awalc·
ened both the earl and his sister-inlaw to the fact that they wished no
sharers In those American dollars that
John Simpson had sweated his brow
for, and as a conséquence they proposed a little trip—a quiet, ante-season
trip—to Sorrento, where not a guest
would disturb them and where mat·
ters might be given a chance to right
themselves.
And there, strangely enough, the
Simpsons met the Comtesse de Champlgny and were quite delighted to And
the gifted and brilliant Frenchwoman
The second
an intimate of the earl's.
her."
Then Perkins came in to ask If Pike morning of their arrival the gay comwished to sail from New York for tesse put in an appearance and with a
Havre in two days' time, stating that promptitude that was astonishing took
It would be necessary to leave that young Horace under the widowly wing
night If Pike wished to take passage and marked him for her own. And
that same morning the noble earl took
on lier.
"I'll go, Tom," he said.
"Maybe Ills equally noble son into the shrubyou'll drop In here once In awhile and bery and spoke to him.
"You've got to do it, St Aubyn," he
said. "The family hotioi Is at stake.
For heaven's sake, marry the little
fool! What if her scurrilous name Is
Simpson? You can make her forget It.
We are stony broke, my good boy, and
she bas a hundred and tifty thou.
That will keep us going for another

brother away.

_

pectuses, to struggling milliners with

an

CHAPTER II.

SIX

by the

THE EXILES.

years of life abroad, and these
during the most impressionable
period of their young lives, had
left an indelible Imprint upon

the two young people.
Horace Simpson had taken to himself the manners of the Harrow ami
He had eschewed the
Oxford youth.
society of what he had learned, with

parrot-like aptness, to call those "vulgar Americans" and had confined Ills
social Intercourse solely to such of the
European "haut ton" as he could manage to scrape acquaintance with.
And this last was a somewhat uphill
task. for. whatever else one may say
about the English, they are inclined to
view with very little favor the posof no other attribute than
sessor
True, there are exceptions,
money.
and these but prove the rule.
Ethel, who had grown Into a really
beautiful young woman, had followed
suit, so far as In her modest powers
Such of her school friends as
lay.
would permit the
quaintance to ripen

half formed acshe had retained.
Such others of her own modest beginnings she had quietly but emphatically
dropped. From plaiu democracy she
bad sought the antithesis, and the leap
was all the more an earnest one because of Its breadth.
The Simpsons—and they had added
their mother's maiden name and linked
It to the paternal nomenclature with
a hyphen—had been deeply bitten with
the aristocratic virus and after a long
and arduous struggle had managed to

meet I.ady Creech.
This titled mondaine had the misfortune to be viciously short of patrimony
and inordinately Jong of lineage, ami.
while hor life of self denial had doubtless Imblttered her. she had a most
Inordlnnte value of birth and a distinct
appreciation of cash; hence when it

her way to pick the Grangerout of the slough of comSimpsons
ι
had to borrow?"
she did it with
aeqnalntance
monplace
head
gloomily.
Perkins shook his
con"I don't a royal favor and for a stipulated
"Don't ask me," he said.
sideration.
know anything about women. Why,
"Really, my dear Ilawcastle"—she
Dan. I thought you'd mapped It out
it as old sailors pronounce
pronounced
to
marry"—
that led in from the rusty gate.
"fo'c's'tle"—she was wont to say.
Pike
said
for
do
"That'll
that,"
On the veranda sat the big man with
Im
"We'll not talk about that "really, of course, they are quite
the heavy features and the corncob
"Law case?" nsked Perkins suddenly. quickly.
but the girj Is an adaptable
possible,
to
down
Tom. Suppose you go
"Sort of," answered Pike quietly. "1 now.
pipe, and he heard the voice again bidand I may l>e able to make
Archie Toombs and ask him about Sor- little thing,
ding him come up. And then there don't know that I'd call It Just that.
while the
there and when something of her in time,
how
to
and
rento
get
and
a
was a call to some one within,
Perhaps the trip would 'be a change
boy—ah. I fear I shall have to leave
starts.
I'm
he
there
after
λ
fellow
gets
woman emerged with a white bundle anyway.
And I'd llk« to see this man
him to you and St. Aubyn."
going to write a letter to Jim Cooley
In her arms.
Hawcastle."
"Do as you like." replied the Karl of
Hawthis
him
to
bunt
and
np
get
"Show her to Dan," he heard the
"Where does this Hawcastle live?"
Hawcastie, with some cholcr, "but
castle."
mau's voice say, and then, when the aeked Perkins.
them out of my way as much as
When Perkins had gone Pike pulled keep
woman had removed α bit of the flanGot α house he calls
"England.
I positively will not be badgpossible
read
once
and
It
letter
the
tgaln.
open
nel covering from the little face and Hawcastle Hall."
unbaked colonists."
It was the most formal of notes, be- ered by these
abashed
aeked
looked
the
K.
and
G.?"
he had
"What about
upon it, startled,
"One might stand a quantity of
"Dear Mr. Pike" and ending
ginning
as
the
to
and uiarvelously choking
Per'ilns suddenly.
for £300.000."
"Yours sincerely." It contained a brief badgering, Hawcastie,
"I guess the K. and G. will have to
throat, the big voice went on again:
earl would squirm
the writers intentions, or, at which the genial
of
notice
"She's going to be Ethel, Dan, that wait awhile."
rather. Intentions In the event of a nervously.
bundle of Infancy. And maybe some
Perkins stood up resolutely and faced
At any rate, the Simpson children
certain contretemps that to her seemed
of these days she'll be getting herself his friend.
second stratum
and trusted that the end began to be seen in the
Inevitable,
to
be
It's
and
In a tight place,
up
going
"There's something wrong with yon.
of London society and met endless
would meet with his approval.
and
to you, Dan, to help her out,
but.
Dan," he said emphatically. "There's
He sighed as he folded It and re- numbers of the shopworn
It ain't
you're going to promise me that you'll something mighty wrong.
sad to relate, never one of the truly
turned It to Its envelope.
do it. boy. Horace, the other kid, he'll like you to go runuing off this way unTo those who know their
"And that ends the guardianship," respectable.
several layers of nogrow up maybe to have sense, and less there's something behind It."
"Wonder what I'm go- London (here are
he muttered.
he'll look out for himself, but It's α
He stopped, for Pike waa whistling
and the layer the ordinary inbility.
now?"
do
with
the
old
house
to
ing
who has no social prestougl-place for girls, Dan—a
softly to himself, whistling like the
From η drawer in his desk be pulled dividual meets,
Is composed of that
tough place."
man who Is striving to recall some a framed
that showed a deli- tige to begin with.
picture
He could almost bear the hushed tune that Is only half forgotten. Then
that lends its name to
featured girl, with big, frank peculiar eliss
cately
voice In which the boy bad given the he turned to Perkins.
directorates, to queer pro·eyes and a wealth of light, curling
came

nobility^,

mlghfy

{doubtful

on
you know, and It's fearfully rough
a chap to pretend Interest In such a
Of course I know
little vulgarian.
we're awfully hard up and all that
sort of thing, but"—
Ills noble father seized him roughly
arm.

"You don't have to live with her. you
know." he said savagely. "It will be
easy enough to make It so unpleasant
for the minx that she'll be glad to go
back to the Slates, and she can't get
We'll have that tight
back u penny.

enough."

The lion. Aliueric laughed.
"Oh, all right, old chap!" he drawled.
"I'll lift lier to the Infernal seventh
Dou'l
heaven, or whatever you call It.

ine to moon over her. though."
And that compact beîîïg settled, the
earl went ofT for his morning walk
along the cliff and AI merle to keep
his engagement for a morning ride
with lithel Oranger-Simpson.

expect
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A New Bean Bag Game.
There are several ways of playing
the game of bean bag. but perhaps the
newest Is this: Of course it requires a
little preparation, but what of that
when you have so much time? Make
twelve red and twelve blue bean bags
of some strong material and till theia

half full of lieans. Now, If your comand
pany Is large, choose two leaders
should
leaders
The
one
umpire.
choose sides, and the ones chosen must
take their places Itehind the leaders,
all facing the same direction, so as to
make two rows of players. Now place
the blue bags on a chair in front of
the "blue" leader and the red bags in
front of the "red" leader. Then each
leader lifts in his right hand one
of his bags and passes it back Into the
hand of the first player. He iu

'right

turn passes it on, each player tiding
Ills right hand. When the twelve
bags have gone the length of the columns and back through the left hands
to the leader, the side bringing houie
all the bags first wins the game. To

only

lie
vary the game the bags can
with both hands or they can be
over the heads.

passed
passed

Catch the Salmon.

To play this game you will want a
two
rope·, and. If played by three only,
take hold of the two ends of the rope
nnd give chase to a third till they contrive to get the rojie round him or her.
They then pull him In ail directions.
If the game Is played by a number

It Is different. Two sides are formed.
A Hue Is drawn across the middle of
the playing place, and each side must
keep to their own side of the ground.
One side are the fishermen and the
other salmon. Here again two players hold the rope and advance close to
the line and throw the ro|>e round any
player who approaches the line ou the
The salmon must keep
other side.
their arms close to their sides and may
not use them to free themselves from
the rope. When fairly over the line
th^y are "caught" and must stand on
one

side.

Recipe For Qoodnes·.
Half of the wickedness of life ia
owing to misery. Make a man happy
nnd be Is good. He revival like a flower refreshed by the dew of heaven;
he

bccotnes

sanguine,

enthusiastic,

energetic—Londou Oraphlc.
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Watt Sannr.

Wert Paris.

Ββτ. C. G. Miller of Woodford· Corner
began his sommer pastorate Sunday, the
18th Inst. Hi· many friend· are very
glad to welcome blm back again onoe

The Unlveraallat preaching services
Sunday School will be suapended
the month of Auguat. Tbo ohurcb
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL during will be
kept open for Sunday evenvestry
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ing aervioea by the Senior T. P. C. U.
SO(JTH PARIS, MAINS, JU'Y 27,190H.
W. W. Gardner, who baa been away

S&e ©arford gcraocrat,

and

Ι9βυβΠ TUESDAYS.

ATWOOD

A

Parle H1IL

FORBES,

FlratBaptlat Church, Bev. G. W. Γ. Hill, palEdit·» ud Preprleters.
lor.
Preaching every Sunday it 10:45 a. m.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
U BO ΚΟΚ M. ATWOOD.
A. E. EOKBU.
at 7 So.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evenlDg at
7 Λ).
Covenant Meeting the Last Friday before
All
the lit Sunday of the month at 3 iO p. ■·
Tun· :—91 JO a year If paid strictly In advanoe. not otherwise connected are oordlally Invited.
Otherwise ·2.ου a year. Single copiée 4 oente.
Vnlveraallat Church, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, Pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at
All legal advertisements 10
ALITKRTISKMKST9 :
A. m.
Sunday School at U :45.
are given three consectlve Insertions for $1JS0
per Inch In length of column. Special contracte
The families of Archie H. Curtis and
mvle with local, transient and yearly advertiser».
Joseph J. Slattery went Wednesday for
Job Pmamxo —Sew type, fast presses, electric a stay at Mrs. Ε. M. Curtis' cottage at
power, experienced workmen and low prices Falmouth Foreside.
combine to make thU department of oar buslPercivai J. Parris, Esq., of Philadelaees complete and popular.
phia, is visiting his mother and sister
here.
SIH«iLE COPIE·.
At the Universalist church Sunday
cents
of
four
the
are
Democrat
morning. Rev. Lyman Ward of Camp
Single Copies
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
Ala., gave a short talk preceding
the publishers or for the convenience of patroue Hill,
jlagle copies of each Issue have been place·) on the sermon on the work of the Southern
sale at the following places In the County
Industrial Institute at Camp Hill, a
school for white boys and girls, of which
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
he is at the head. This school was
Noyés' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
established eleven years ago by Mr.
Alfred-Cole, Postmaster.
Ward, and his presentation of its work
Mrs. Harlow, HostOflceHamuel T. White.
and its needs is of much interest.
Archie H. Curtis has recently removed
bis portable saw mill to East Oxford,
Coming Event·.
where it will be employed for several
months.
July 29.—Reuulon of Thirty second Maine BegtFriday evening a fair sized audience
ment. Peak'* Island.
Aug. S.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Water I were well entertained by a tine program
ford.
given under the auspices of the UniverAug. 27.—Unveiling of memorial tablet to HanThe young ladies did very
ullial Hamlin on the centenulal annlversary salist Circle.
Hill.
ParU
his
of
creditable work in the laughable farce
birth,
Aug. 27.—Kiamlnatloc for state teachers' certi- "The Burglar."
Mr. W. C. Home's
ficates, South Parle and ether places.
singing was highly appreciated and
given a hearty encore, as was also the
SKW ADVKBTISKMKNTS.
Spanish Dance by Mies Dorothea Carter.
Mr. Knickerbocker's rendering of a
'Γο the Far mer* of Oxford County.
Shakeeperean selection was of a very
Cotton Suite and Gingham Dresses.
New Kail Suits.
high order.
Probate Notices.
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson entertained the
5 Notices of Appointment.
five hundred party Friday afternoon at
Hebron Academy.
ror -Sale
three o'clock. There were six tables
Kankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
present and a pleasant time was enjoyed.
farm for Sale.
Dainty refreshments were served.
Wanted.
Orland and Mary Daniels joined the
Making Daylight out of the Clock. family at their summer home here last
Pardon any unseemly levity which this week.
Curtis Clark, who is employed by the
subject may produce, but really it seems General Electric
Company, is spending a
pretty near what the Bowery calls "de vacation here.
limit." A proposition is seriously being
Mrs. Albert Ε Davies and Miss Polly
considered by a committee of the Portarrived at "Owl's Nest" last
land city council to set the clocks ahead Davies
week.
an hour from May to November, so as to
Mrs. James arrived last week and is
4
get 'more daylight.'' This system is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Lyon, at
in
is
consoon to
—

|

England,
being
prevail
sidered by other European countries, | "Ljonsden."
Arthur Daniels, who is employed in
and has already been adopted in Cincinthe City National Bank at Berlin, Ν. H.,
nati.

Not even the sponsors of this plan is spending a vacation with relatives
make any assertion that the amount or here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sanders of Bosthe number of hours of daylight will be
B.
increased by manipulation of the hands ton, with two children, are at Loren
of the clock. They simply say that we Merrill's.
Mrs. Fred Harding, who was seriously
shall by this means start our working
sick during the past week, is making
day an hour earlier than now, when
there is plenty of daylight, and get good recovery.
of
Mrs. Lila Hudson,
Watertown,
another hour of daylight at night. If a
with her six-year-old son, was a
man now goes to work at 7, they say, be Mass.,
will then go at ϋ, and if he goes to the guest at Mrs. Doe's last week. Mrs.
theatre at S in the evening he will go at Hudson is about to move to Portland
a store, and
7 under the new arrangement. At any where she has purchased
her brother, Benj S. Doe, goes to Portrate, we shall get an hour more of pre-1
land with her this week.
cious daylight for amusement,
Dr. S. C. Gordon of Portland was at
tioo, or possibly for labor.
friends last week,
Well, there's some sense in that, but Paris Hill calling upon
in his touring car from Fryeburg,
the remedy is simple.
Why monkey coming
with the clock? Let the day begin an hie summer home.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker won the
hour earlier. Blow the factory whistles
in the tournament
at ten minutes before ύ and again at tl, men's handicap cup
links Saturday.
and let the stenographer begin at 7 in- at the golf
her
Miss Gertrude Case celebrated
stead of 8, and start the courts at 1> inwith a party to
stead of 10. and let congress open its I third birthday Saturday
a number of
her little friends
daily sessions at 11 instead of 12, and so which
As for the theaters and all other were invited and had a very enjoyable
on.
time.
entertainments, their hour of curtain
til the Haftth nf Mica KtininA R
ITtifnn
rising has been growing later and later
for a generation, and the audience is which occurred at the home of ber
James L. Chase, last Tuesday,
getting late in still larger measure. A nephew,
IIill loses one of its oldest and
reform is needed, but it can't be accom- Parie
most respected citizens.
Miss Eaton has
plished by shoving the hands of the| resided
here many years and by her
clock around.
tine
traits
of
character had enIt isn't stated by the advocates of this many
deared herself to a large circle of friends
proposition whether they propose to and
Miss
Eaton was 82
acquaintances.
have the railroads change their clocks in
She was a sister of the
the same way. That would be quite a years of age.
late Mrs. William Chase, and her home
large undertaking, and it is hardly to be
been for many years at tho Chase
thought that the railroads, having now ha*
homestead in the old Hamlin house.
got down to something convenient, sim- The funeral was held
Thursday afterple and systematic in the matter of time,
will readily change it for the awkward noon, atteuded by R«v. A. T. McWhorter
of the Congregational church at South
arrangement which would be necessi
tated by a shifting of the clock every six Paris, of which Miss Eaton had Ion?
a member.
been
Burial was at Evermonths. If they don't change it, then
in Portland.
we shall have two kinds of time, railroad green Cemetery
All roads will lead to Paris Hill on
time and city time.
Wo shall have to
27th. The inscription for the
inquire every time we look at a clock August
what kind of time it tells. Some clock* memorial tablet is in the hands of the
will have to have two hour hands, and tablet maker and a proof has been sent
to the Loyal Legion committee who prowe shall be reminded of the old days of
nounce it tine
Arrangements for low
a quarter of a century ago, when standard time was making its way against fares on the Grand Trunk and Maine
Central Railroads have been made. Hon.
opposition, and we had railroad time and
local time, or Payson Tucker's time and Chas. S. Hamlin, of Boston, who was
the
treasury
God's time, as they were irreverently assistant secretary of
termed, frequently with two tower clocks under President Cleveland, has been
added
to the list of speakers.
in the same city telling different stories,
There will be a dance at Academy Hall
and with the clocks in a hodge-podge
Friday evening of this week.

récréa-1

generally.

If we want that extra hour of daylight,
WHITTKMORE DISTRICT.
all we've got to do is to get up in the I
One of the latest and most modern
and
take
as
some
of
us
don't
it,
morning
care to, thank you.
But our present al- autos around this part of the country is
a
leged system of standards, especially in now owned by Mrs. J. Β Drake. It is
all the latest
weights and measure*, is a fearful and Reo and is equipped with
She is intending to take
unscientific hodge-podge. We bave the improvements
the country in the near fumatter of the clock reduced to something a trip across
ture, stopping at the White Mountains
systematic, and let's not add to the
for about ten days, then to Antrim, N.
ful mess by mixing it up again.
H., to be the guest of her sister, Mrs. R.
E. Stewart, and will return by the way
Here and There.
of Old Orchard and Poland Spring, making a stop of a few days at each place.
The list of Massachusetts papers which Her friends wish her a pleasant trip,
give the public such large chunks of mis- which no doubt she will have.
information about Maine has now been
joined in a small way by the Springfield
Bryant's Pond.
Republican, an assumed model of accuJohn Foster is putting up a small
A
recent
issue
that
"From
racy.
says
Ply- stable south of bis house.
mouth, Χ Η and Lewiston, Maine, come
Linmont Trumbull of Worcester is
reports of swarms of gypsy moths in
with his uncle, Dell Cole, at
flight, their numbers larger than hither- staying
Farm.
to." The Republican, published in motb- Maplewood
About one hundred attended the lawn
infested Massachusetts, ought to know
at Mrs. Charles 6. Hill's Wednesthe difference between the brown-tail party
and the gypsy. Fortunately the gypsy day evening.
The Grand Trunk quarry is in operahas not yet got as far as Lewiston, and
tion again, employing at present some
it is devoutly to be hoped that it will not.
twenty men. H. M. Estes of this village is foreman. It is understood that
What a summer Sunday may produce, the stone cut will be used in a small
and frequently does produce, is indicated depot at Chicago.
James M. Day is enlarging his stable
by the four "scare heads" of a recent
Monday morning paper, which are as by several feet.
Elmer R. Bowker went to Squirrel
follows, across the top of the first page:
"Murdered," "Drowned," "Burned," Island Tuesday, where he has a position
"Their Boat Took Fire."
playing ball for the season.
Woodbury Blodgett has moved from
town
and will make his home in the
A recent New York letter makes the
prediction, baaed on the opinions of ex- future at Milan, Ν. H.
Every cottage around the lake except
perts, that "the disappearance of Wall
Street, termed by its critics the greatest one is now occupied. Two parties came
gambling center in the world, is only a this week, one from Panama, and one
question of time." Truly a startling from New York, taking Camp Christoprospect! But upon reading the letter pher and George England's cottage.
further, it appears that it is not the Two parties are tenting out, the Deergambling center that is to disappear, but ings and a party of young men from
the prediction simply moans that a geo- Norway.
Things are comiug our way. The first
graphical change will take place, and
the city'a financial center will some time circus to pitch its tents in our town will
be here July 31. The company will ocmove up town.
cupy the V. I. S. field.
Ray Crockett is in Dixfield where he
It ia reported that out of 140 recruits
has a position as chauffeur for Hon. John
for the army, mostly from the South,
A. Decker.
109 were found to be infected with the
A new pipe is being laid from the
"lazy bug." Now don't smile, it ie a corn shop to
the pond.
scientific fact. There is a parasite, germ
Sidney Littlefield and wife of South
or bacillus, whatever it is, known aa the
are guests of J. E. Hathaway.
hook worm, the only apparent effect of Abington
Isaac Howe, one of the oldest resiwhich in the buraao system ia to produce
of
the town, is in feeble health
dents
a tendency to indolence in the person
this summer.
affected, who ia otherwise in usual good
health. The fact of the existence of such
Rumford Point.
a germ ought to furnish many of us with
an excuse for our aversion to labor.
Rev. Ezra A. Hoyt of Hyannis, Mass.,
«rill preach in the Universalist church, !
The prospect now is that revision, of Rumford Point, on Sunday, August 1, at
the tariff will be either a fact or a failure 10:45 A. m.

aw-1

j

within a few days.

One Real Anthem.
A piano was going in one house, a talking
machine was tooting away la another, when
suddenly out of the windows of a third house
there came the stirring notes oflthe national an
them, msgoltlceotly played, an<Ion an old-fashed cabinet organ at that.—Argus.
And the Argus doesn't satisfy our curloaltv by
telling us which "aattonal antheui" It was that
they heard.—Oxford Democrat.
It was the Star Spangled Banner, which Is the
official national anthem, tbe one honored by the
stan· ling salute and other ceremonle· described
In U e article from which the foregoing extract
As stated In the article tbe tune
was taken.
known m America Is a mere steal from the Eng
llah anthem God Save the King, with Λ mertcan
words fitted to the English music.—Argus.
Thank you for tbe information. By
the way, the Star Spangled Banner is also
a steal from some composer whose identity is known to bat few—at any rate not
to tbe editorial force of this psper. He
wrote aiwair called "Anacreon in Hearen," to whleh the words of Francis Soott
Key's immortal poem were set, and
which has now become oar "national
anthem."
There's

Only

East Bethel.

Mr. Nelson Mann of Hanover visited j
ι it Porter Farwell's last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan visited rela-1
lives at South Paris the 18th.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Mitobell are vis- j
ting relatives at Milan, Ν. H.
Mr. Wm. B. Bartlett sold a valuable |
1 torse last week, to go to Bangor.
Mr. Bert Akers has moved his family to I
He is working for
Kiddle Intervale.
tfr. H. O. Blake.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bartlett went oo
, he excursion to Berlin, Ν. H., the 18tb.
I 1rs. Bartlett remained for a week'· visit j
1 rith relatives there.
<

North Puis.
There will be a lawn party at the
I laptist oburoh Thursday evening, July
Ice cream and cake will be for
i 9,1909.
a ale and croquet and other game· will be

j ilayed.
Ions Littlehale spent
£ oath Paris.

laat

week

at

more.

In the
the 18th lut,
For the first time since the illness and
death of his son.
Ron. Prentiss Cummlngs of Paris Hill
brought Rev. and Mrs. 6. W. F. Hill
bere Sunday in hi· auto.
Mrs. Joseph Holme· and daughter
Sadie and son Joseph, Jr., of Lynn,
Mas·., arrived Monday U> spend the summer with Mrs. Holmes' mother, Mrs.
Omittie Bobbins.
Luther C. Howe of Brockton, Mass.,
who bas been spending a few days with
bis
mona.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Howe,
/Miss Bertha Packard, who for several left Wednesday morning for Rumford.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Tuell of Waterweeks has been stopping with Mrs. Ο. H.
Mareton, has returned to her home at town, Ma··., are with Mrs. Tuell's sister,
Mr·. George A. Chandler. Mr. Tuell la
Lisbon Palis.
Winfield Emmons is stopping in town employed in the local freight office of
the claim department of the Boston and
for a time.
Walter Emery has been having a vaca- Maine Railroad at Boston, Mass. He
bas
been In the office twelve years. Mr.
has
tion of a week here and
been visiting
md Mra. Tuell will leave here Saturday
relatives in this locality.
Joseph Mikulec, a young man from For their summer cottage at Medfield,
Austria, was in town Thursday, and took Mass.
The S. B. R. Club was entertained
breakfsat with Mr. and Mra. C. S. Bacon,
having come from Sooth Paria, and was rbursday afternoon by Mrs. R. H. Ryergoing up the line of the G. T. K. R. He jon.. After a profitable time was spent
claims to be a traveling pedestrian who in tbe study of different subjects refreshstarted out in 1906 to travel 25,000 miles ments were served. One new member
in five years. He speaks English very was admitted, Mrs. James Buok.
Mr. Horace T. Atwood,
wife and
well but with a foreign accent, and says
he already has worn out forty pairs of daughter Elizabeth, and son Roger of
shoes. He thinks he will get very nearly Norwood, Mass., are with tbelr son and
around the world by 1911.
brother, Dr. H. F. Atwood. Mrs. H. F.
Onward Rebekah Lodge will hold a Atwood baa just returned home from a
She has been
lawn party if the weather is suitable, on trip to the aeaahore.
Tuesday evening of this week, July 27, «pending a week with Mr. H. T. Atat the home of Mr. and Mrs. David Em- wood'a family at hie sommer cottage at
mons. Everyone invited.
Refreshments Falmouth Foreaide.
Mra. Susie Bowker ia the guest of Mrs.
of ice cream and lemonade will be on
David Coles.
sale.
Edward Biabee returned to Portland
Vernal W. Bates and family of New
Haven, Conn., will spend several weeks Monday of laat week to finlab hia course
at their camp at Redding.
Mr. and Mrs. at tbe automobile school.
Hazel Morrill la taking lesaona on the
L. C. Bates of this place will also spend
some time there.
piano of Mra. H. S. Robertson.
Mra. John Heald ia ill in bed with
Mrs. A. D. Swift has been having a vacation of two weeks at Portland. Her bronchitis and other troubles. Dr. Caldmother, Mrs. RatciifTe, has been keeping well is the attending physician.
Rev. C. G. Miller recently purchased a
houoe for her.
motorcycle. He had practiced driving
Wilson's Mills.
the machine but very little and of course
S. W. Bennett has finished work for did not quite understand its workings
A. L. D. Co. and returned to his home in when he started out on the journey from
Old Orchard to Weét Sumner. On the
Norway.
Ε. E. Storey bas returned to his home way be was overtaken by a shower which
When
made tbe roads very slippery.
here from cookeeing on the drive.
Miss Marcia Howe of Colebrook, Ν. H., near Poland Spring, as he waa driving
bia
machine
it
is working at the Aziscoos House.
auddenly
quite rapidly,
Miss Annie McDavit of Boston, Mass., came to a standstill, precipitating him
Is spending a few weeks with her cousin, to the ground. Relieved of hia weight
the machine atarted up just enough to
J. W. Buck nam.
Dr. Boynton and wife have been stop- get on to bis right shoulder, pinning bim
ping at the Aziscoos House the past to the ground. Some boya happened
week.
along and lifted the machine off him.
J. H. Dudley of Colebrook and party He found that he bad dielocated bis right
have been spending a couple of weeks a' shoulder. With a great effort he succeeded in getting it back into place. The
his camp at Upper Metalluc.
Ernest Bennett and his cousin, Mrs. machine ie a five hone power motor
Archie Bennett and children, were in weighing 200 pounda. After the accident Mr. Miller very wisely took the
town Sunday with his auto.
Mrs. Isaiah Nason of White Rock and train and he thinks in future he will use
old-fashioned means of transportation.
children are at Camp-in-tbe-Meadows.
Ed. Maxim, of Buokfield, was here
A lawn party was held at H. G. Ben
nett's Thursday, July 15, for the benefit Wednesday evening to bring some pasOn bis way
of the Grange Hall.
sengers from the train.
Fred Shaw has finished work for Ν. N. borne be was held up by highwaymen
near tbe Dan Jack place.
Mr. Maxim
Leach
put the whip on his horse and broke
Mexico.
away from them.
Farwell Walton served a two-years'
Brownfield.
enlistment during the Rebellion. After
Mrs. Frost and Mies Drioham are oc
his return be was in trade at Mexico a
year or two, went west and settled in St. cupylng their summer cottage on High
Louis. There he became the owner of a street
There are quite a number of city
large jobbing and trucking business and
His mother was a sis- boarders in this village.
continues it yet.
Dr. and Mrs. Gatchell, formerly of this
ter to John ThomaR of Rumford and
William and Merrill Thomas of Byron, town, now of California, are visiting bis
and in those towns and Mexico and An- parents in this town. They have been
dover he has very many cousins and away about ten years.
J. L. Prink attended probate court at
other relatives, and is now visiting them.
Dr. Wm. W. Bolster, from Auburn, Paris Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bennett have a young
his
the
Sabbath
with
Mrs.
aunt,
spent
ion.
Lewis H. Reed.
Mrs. W. Cole and son, from Massachu
Miss Grace Park has returned from a
long week's visit to her brothers, Ellery nette, are visiting her parents, Mr. and
C. at Bethel and Albert O. at South Mrs. R. Linscott, in this village.
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin of Livermore
Paris.
The above-named Walton was a son of Falls are spendiog a few days with Mrs
Β >wers Walton, early in life a resident Julia Bean.
in Franklin Plantation, and a droll, witty
Denmark.
countryman be was. In the passing of
Mr. Fred Sanborn is sawing the lum
years it came around Franklin's turn to
his mill.
name a candidate for the legislature. ber of Pessenden A Jack at
Rev. Mr. Snell of Dennysville, Me., Ib a
George Hopkins and Bowers were oppos- candidate
for the ohurch here.
ing candidates for the nomination. Both
Mr. C. E. Cobb and brother have ad
did much hustling among the few voters
vertised
their
auto for hire by the day
of the plantation. A caucus was called
half-day or hour, to parties wantiog the
afternoon.
to be held
Rev. O.

Saturday

Friday

There was a good attendance at the
dance held in Odd Pellowâ' Hall, Friday

evening.
Denmark base ball team defeated the
Cobb Club team Saturday, 4 to 1.

Mr. Ellis Blake is having his motor
boat put in shape for parties wishing to
snjoy a trip up the pond:

Albany.

Hazel, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
John Lewis, died the 18th after a abort

illness of a week. She was about twelve
pears old.
Ο. M. Phelps of Peru was in town last

veek.

Mrs. Charlie Dunham of
Mr. and
Bethel visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs
J. W. Cumming*, recently.
Charlie Connar and bride are receiving
songratulations and beet wishes for a
ong and prosperous life.
Isaac Morrill of Bethel was in town
ast week.
Mason.
0. G. Mason of South Paris has reurned home after a few days' visit
ir.iong friends and relatives.
Mr. Clough, wife and two children
rrom Portland, are visiting friends and
-elatives in town and at North Albany.
D luglas Gushing has finished cutting
he hay for Miss Bessie A. Mills on the
S. G. Mills farm.
A. J. Hutchinson has finished mowing
lis grass.
J. A. McKenzie is at work for Allen

North Stoneham.
Blanche Adams has finished her school
at East Stoneham and is at home.
Mrs. James Frost of Norway is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Adams.
J. G. Sawyer is at Lovell, haying for
Herbert McKeen.
Perley Adams, from Albany, is visiting hie parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
Adams. Perley has just returned from
the hospital at Portland, where he was
operated on for appendicitis.
Beryl McKeen is at work for Mrs.
Chatt. Bartlett of East Stoneham.

tfcLeod.
Mrs. McKenzie of Massachusetts is
itopping with hereon, J. A. McKenzie
George Westleigh and wife of Norway

vere

um.

Mrs. Barnes and Miss Helen of Sonth
'aris were at Mrs. Charles Stowell's last
*
reek.
Mra. R. C. Clark and two sons of Sau[us, Mass., were the guests of her sister,
1rs. Frank Frost, a tew days last week
Frank Hill and family of West Paris
re at their oottage on the shore of
lound Pond.
Mrs. Lydia Herrick of Rochester, N.
I., called on frlenda last Thursday.
Mr. and Mra. Fiske were at Waterford
'uesday to attend the funeral of Hazel
iewia.

new

Mrs. Ed Pike has gone to Portland
irhere she will spend a few weeks with
1er sister. Miss Fanny Wise.
Cleve Yates and family of Norway were
η town Sunday.
Will Yates has gone to Buckfield to
lo baying, taking his family with him.
There was a dance at Chas. Richardion's Thursday night.
Glenna Whitman it stopping with her

Hiram.
On the 20th Mra. Nellie M. Bigley left
[iratn to'join hereon at Portland and
eturn to Denver, Col.
She and her son,
irtbur C., oame in June, 1905, to visit
er mother, Mrs. LaFayette demons,
nd remained till her death. Sinoe then
he has done dress nuking till the recent
raduation of her son at Westbrook Semîary. The good wishes of their many
riends follow them to their western

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin
layes.
Alice Moray of Portland baa been stop·
>ing with her mother, Mrs. Bert Morey.
now

returned to Portland.

»rother Bert went with her.

Her

one.

East Sumner.
Members of the 8umner Soldiers' Yetran Association are again reminded that
heir annual meeting will be held at
!anton on the last Wednesday in August
August 25). Efforts are being made,
nd if sufficient encouragement is given,
t is the plan to have an excuralon some
ay to Togus and see the National Home
or disabled soldiers with its pretty
rounds, parks and cemeteries. It will

Wedne<day.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Babb and two
ions of Lynn, Mass., were the gueata of
flr. and Mrs. Will Coolidge last week,
rhey came in their automobile.
Mr. Addison Bryant spent Sunday at
klilton.
Mrs. Bessie Potter went to Norway,
tfonday, where she has a position
itenographer In the Advertiser office.
Mr. Lucius Trask is building an add!·
ion to his house, which will be occupied
>y Mr. and Mrs. David Foster. For the
ast four years Mr. Foster haa lived in
he A. W. Bryant house, which haa re·
ently been purchased by L. P. Bryant.
Bert Woodsam of Mechanio Falls spent
innday with his brother, George Wood

lorse.

ihe has

in town

Locke's Mills.

Dickvale.
Mr. J. C. Morrill is exchanging work
with E. G. Child through haying.
R. S. Tracy finished haying at home
July 21st, but has yet the Ε. H. Lovejoy
meadow to cut which he has recently
purchased. This meadow has a barn on
it in which to store the bay.
Ε F. Child recently bought a horse of
Ernest Farrar.
Vernon Farrar has a new mowing machine with which he has been helping
the neighbors secure their hay. He also
bas a new horse rake.
Mrs. Lizzie Keene and daughter Ora
Leonard of Mansfield, Mass., are expected to arrive to-day (Thursday) to occupy
(1rs. Keene's summer home for a rest.
Benj Lovej >y of Rumford is working
for his aunt through haying, Mrs. Hannah Bishop.
Β. B. Wyman is improving in health.
Florence Wyman has returned from
Buckfield.

a

preached

same.

afternoon one of Walton's henchmen informed him that Hopkins was presenting
each of the voters with «quarter of lamb.
"Hum! George is giving voters a quarter
of lamb, is be? Wall, let him du it. I
guess I can give whole carcasses as long
as he can quarters," was Walton's reply.
He secured the services of a friend, killed
the lambs and distributed them, was
nominated and elected.
Walton was well known in this county
as running to all funny things.
Reaching a hotel in Augusta he found many
in
the
an
eecured
office,
acquaintances
iutroduction to the man of the house
and proceeded to negotiate for board
during the session. The price somewhat
astonished him, and while continuing
the interview a friend suggested his paying for board a price to be named per
pound for what his weight increased
during his stay. Bowers said, "I'll du
it." The price was agreed upon. He
was weighed and an entry made of it.
At the close of the session, weighed
a^ain, and it was found that the board
bill was 91 23 more than it would have
been at the weekly price. He paid it
without a kick.

East Greenwood.
Sewell Millett has purchased

W. F. Hill

Baptiat church 8unday,

for two or three week a, ia again working
aa G. Testation agent
Miaa Elizabeth Thomas and friend,
Mrs. Walter Pillabnry, of Neponaet,
Maaa., came lut Wedneràay to visit lira.
Vernon E. EUingwood and other frienda
in town for a week.
Mr. and Mra. Samuel W. Dunham went
Friday for a vacation of a week with
their son, H. R. Dunham, at hia summer
cottage at Segninland.
Karl Hayea is spending a week at Portland with his aunt, Misa Bertha A. Em·

fi

A

Rev. Mr. Smith will take a vacation
the Univeraaliat pulpit during

οm

ugust.

Mr. Alonzo Parker is visiting hit
d sughter in Skowhegan
Born, July 15, a daughter to the wife

Cyrua H. Goodwin.
On the 18th a eon to. the wife of Herb srt Moulton.
Mr. Freedom Wadsworth is in very
ρ >or health.
Mr. and Mrs. Eli C. Wadsworth weOt
take a lovely trip, passing through five
ities, and afford a fine trolley ride from U ► Bretton Woods the 18th.
On July 19th the boarders at Mountain
.ewiston via the new line. Every old
eteran and hia family shoald visit the V iew Farm enjoyed an open fire, the day
b >ing quite oool.
laoe.
{
ο

f

Mata· New· Nette.

gwMhM,

Bethel.

NEW FULL SUITS.

M lu Addle Shaw went to Cârlbon
Rev. Geo. U. Perk and daughter, Miss I
Mrs. Hannah Kenneally, aged 47, of
Evelyn Park, of Presque Isle, hare been Monda; for a visit with relatives.Buffered
the guests of l(r. and Mra. E. C. Park.
Saturday afternoon the Alerte
Biddeford, committed suicide Wednes·
team.
of
the
handa
Canton
the
a
at
defeat
Mr. Park la a Free Will Baptiat minlater,
day night by drinking carbolic acid. Sbe
but has retired from a regular paatorate. Costly errors by the Alerta and a home waa despondent because of II! health.
Tiaitora
the
ball
lost
to
run
a
tbe
asaieted
gave
Laat Sunday morning be
owing
Albert Doyle, nine-year-old son of
paator, Rev. Mr. Little, at tbe Univera- five of their seven runa. The acore waa
Patrick Doyle of Dorohester, Mass., was
aliat oburob, and in tbe evening beld a 7-0.
Wilbur Caldwell baa gone to Porta- drowned while.bathing In the Kennebec
lervice at the Metbodiat church.
Mra. Long and daughter Odeaaa have moutb, Ν. H., where be baa a conductor's river at Oakwood several miles below
Bath, Tuesday.
gone to Kansville, Nova Scotia, for a few I job on the electric road.
Mr. and Mrs. Fuss and aon and George
ireeka' visit.
Hurley Brothers of Newton, Mass.,
of
AuMr. and Mra. William Valentine and I Sleeper, wife, and two children,
have been awarded the contract for the
E.
Ο.
tone and Mra. Maxfield of Philadelphia, burn, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
erection of the Carver Memorial Library
iregueeta of Mra. Valentine's mother, Walte.
•t Sear·port. The library is to be prefor
left
Tuesday
Mra. Lauretta Valentine.
Benj. Spaulding, Jr.,
sented to the town by the heirs of the
Mra. Nora Maraden, head nurse at the | a vacation. He will visit in Brownvllle late
Captain George Carver.
and
Caribou.
Pbiladel
Medico-Cbirugical Hoapital,
and
Governor Fernald haa nominated AIRicher
M.
and
Mrs.
W.
Mr.
and
ia
ber
phia,
visiting
daughter
R.
daughter went to Auburn Sunday. Mrs. deo M. Flagg of Auburn and Samuelthe
mother, Mra. Ellen Bnrbank.
of
■Mr. Morton Burbank ia viaiting his Ricker remained for the week visiting Haines of Pittsfleld aa members
state board of arbitration and conciliamother and aiater. Mr. Burbank'a home relatives.
Miss Sarah Vlnlng of Livermore baa tion In accordance with an act of the
baa been in New Tork for several yeara. I
Mr. Gotthard Carlaon of Boaton ia been visiting Mrs. F. R. Dyer the past last legislature.
(pending a abort vacation with Dr. and week.
A move is now on foot to celebrate
Leila May, the ten-year-old daughter the 100th
Mra. Tuell, Mra. Carlson's father and
anniversary of Somerset Counof Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Spaulding,
mother.
ty. It was 100 years ago this year that
Misa Shirley Russell ia entertaining died at her home in North Buckfield Somerset County was organized. This
ber classmate, Miss Erhardt, of Brook- Tuesday, July 20, after a severe illness,
county is one of the largest in the state,
lyn, N. Y. Misa Erhardt la a young lady following an operation for appendicitis, being about 135 miles in length north
weeks
ago. and south with an
of exceptional talents, being very musi- which was performed eight
average width of
cal, also speaking several languages. The funeral was held Friday at 1:30 p. m. about 30 miles.
hall
in
North
from
the
Buckfield,
I
grange
She baa been chosen editor of Adelphi
A Ore at Lewiston Tuesday, though
Rev. Mr. Pottle officiating. Burial at
College paper with Miss Russell
the total loss was only about thirty
the
village
cemetery.
ant.
Misa Helen Howard of Wellesley Hills, thousand, caused considerable alarm for
Dr. Edwin Gehring of Portland is
Mra. Mass., is the guest of Miss Shirley Hall a while. At one time thirteen wooden
with
vacation
■pending bis
buildings were on fire. The elegant new
Sehrlng's parents, Mr; and Mrs. E. C. at the Saints1 Rest.
A unique and enjoyable affair was the Slirine building was threatened, but got
Cbamberlin.
windows
Miss Helen Biebee has been the guest picnic and accompanying exercises of off with the breaking of a few
the Nezinscot History Club Thursday and some damage by smoke.
of Miss Dudley at Presque Isle.
Owing to the threatening Two Maine teachers resigned at the
Robert Biebee is at home from Porto afternoon.
in the
Rico and has recently purchased an auto- weather the affair was held
close of the school year with records unspacious barn of I. Wilson Shaw on Elm excelled for length of time and faithful
mobile.
exercises
were
of
a
Street.
The
a
literary
the
Ladies'
Club
spent
Thursday,
service.
One, Miss Lydia Chadwick,
pleasant afternoon with Mrs. J. U. Pur- nature, the event of chief importance taught nearly 42 years in the old high
a class of eight
the
of
six
at
served
was
being
graduation
ington. Supper
school at Saco and Thornton Academy.
o'clock.
Owing to tbe threatening members. Several meinbera of the class The other, Miss Juliet Wiggin, has 43
weather tables were placed upon the had original essays on some noted
schools of
years of service in the public
broad piazza instead of the lawn, and a character of history, one an original Belfast to her credit.
was
and
class
the
history
given
large number partook of a very tempting poem;
Lizzie Allen, the prophecy by
TbeSturgis Commission is proceeding
supper, the social part being thoroughly by Miss
in Banthe
class
Laura
and
Mrs.
poem against the owners of buildings
Hersey
enjoyed.
is sold, under the
Friday evening, the parlors of J. U. was oomposed and read by Miss A. H. gor in which liquor
law which makes owners of buildings
Purington's pleasant home were thrown Prince. The diplomas were presented liable
with the occupants in liquor
Mr. A. F. Warren, and after singing
open for Mrs. Nellie Brickeit's piano by
Two such cases
was the class ode all present partook of a nuisance proceedings.
recital. Tbe following program
bountiful picnic supper with evident have been instituted, one of them being
very entertaining to tbe mauy friends of
relish.
against Hon. Joseph P. Bass. This ca«e
the teacher and pupils:
Miss Whitney of Flemingtun, N. J., is is soon to be heard in the Bangor court.
Piano Trio—Charge of the Hu*sars,
Spiwller.
Mildred Hoesei mann, Muriel Park, Sylvia Swan. the guest of Miss Zelma Hersey.
Murdock Ross, a mill hand, with resiWeber.
The Storm,
Mrs. Chas. Nash of Lewiston has been
dence unknown, was found dead on the
Mona Martyn.
on
friends
in
town.
Lack. calling
and Aroostook railroad track
Impromptu Mazurka,
Miss Catherine Drummond of Water· Bangor
Be is
Evangel ne Atherton.
near Ingalls by fellow workmen.
Schubert'· Serenade,
Beyer. ville is visiting her grandparents, Mr.
known to have been Intoxicated, two
Mildred Perham.
and Mrs. C. H. Prince.'
him
to the
carried
Hayden.
Gipsy Rondo,
having
C. S. Childs and Geo. H. Hersey have companions woods and left him there to
Vera Holt.
of tbe
Bordmann. commenced work on the foundations of edge
The Blacksmiths' Song,
sober off. Bruises on the body indicated
Lena Ourkee.
Nlven. the new houses which they are to build. that tbe man was probably struck by a
Gondolier),
her
la
Miss
Cora
Harlow
Mildred Hapgood.
sister, train.
visiting
Oesten. Mrs. Minnie Gile.
Alpine Glow,
Sylvia .Swan.
It was an interesting occasion at PernWyman.
Song of the Sky Lark,
Hebron.
Muriel Park.
aquid Thursday, when tbe old fort which
Paderewskl.
Minuet,
Rev. Mr. Stone of Norway preached has been reconstructed by tbe state was
Natalie Barker.
dedicated. More of historic interest, as
ν
A «cher. here Sunday.
La Cascade de Boses,
Dr. Crane is at Squirrel Island for the far as the early centuries of Amerioa are
Mona Martyn.
Flower Song,
Lang summer vacation.
concerned, attaches to Pemaquid than to
Blanche Brown.
Dr. J. S. Sturtevantand family of Dlx- any other place in Maine. At Thursday's
Bustle of Spring,
Slndlng.
field were at Fred Sturtevant's a few exercises addresses were made by GovMildred Perham.
Bohn. honrs
La Zlngana,
ernor Fernald, Gen. Joshua L ChamberSunday.
Alice Kimball.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett and son of lain, Rev. C. F. Lee of Newcastle and
Newland.
Valse Caprice,
Rev. J. S. Cutler of Pawtucket. An adBos!on are at W, A. Bartlett's.
Mildred Bosserm&nn.
Wach.
Song of the Bathers,
Mr. and Mrs. Oilmin of Lyon, Mass., dress written by Hon. James P. Baxter,
Sylvia Swan.
of Portland was also} read, and a poem
Goeodelee. are visiting at Charles Cutnmings'.
Good-bye, My Illg <Und Lass,
Odessa Long.
Henry Bearce, who is employed in the written by Mrs. Hackleton of Bristol.
Smith. | bureau of standards
Mountain Stream,
at
Washington,
The first 1200 volt direct current elecMildred Hapgood.
home Monday night for a
Mlesa. D. C., arrived
Noel Enfantin.
tric railroad system in New England will
Mr. Bearce bas been be between
Muriel Park, Evangeline Atherton, Vera Holt, I month's vacation.
Presque Isle and Washburn,
Alice Kimball.
in Washington but a year and was pleas- Me with an ultimate additional extenThe pupils showed a marked improve-1 antly surprised by a raise of 3200 in his sion of 110 miles north to the St. John
ment and did much credit to themselves salary the Hrst of July.
River, according to an announcement
and their teacher, and both must feel
Miss Ruby Verrill entertained a few of made
Wednesday. The Aroostook Valamply rewarded for the faithful work her little friends Monday to celebrate ley railroad, affiliated with tbe Canadian
her Sth birthday.
the past year.
Pacific railroad, are the promoters.
By
Mrs. Silas Locke of Mechanic Falls is virtue of a law
Tbe Ladies'Club fair will be held at I
conferring monopoly
ftarland ChapeL Aug. 12. Supper to be visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary Bearce.
within its territory the
Bangor and
served as usual.
Mr. Joel Foster celebrated liia S7tb Aroostook railroad is
protected from inThe Universalist church fair will be | birthday, July 21st. Many friends re- vasion
by a steam railroad, therefore the
given by the ladies Aug. 25, tbe enter- membered him with post cards and good new road will be built for electrical
tainment being the evening previous, ▼Τ IBLlCS»
operation, both passenger and freight.
Aug. 24.
Its voltage will be tbe same as the New
East Brownfleld.
Miss Mildred Perham^ daughter of G.
York Central road's voltage through the
of
and
Mrs.
Elias
Morton
Mr.
Augusta
Qulnby Perham of Bryant Pond, came
Power will be
Park Avenue tunnel.
to Bethel and took part in tbe recital were guests 0f yrs £ \ a stickney
purchased, according to the plans, from
σ.ιΛ..»ηιη»
July 23 26
and New Brunswick Power
Mrs. A. P. Johnson has been visiting the Maine
Falls. On tbe South
MIDDLE INTKRVALK.
her mother, who lives in Effingham, Co. at Aroostook
the new road will connect with the
Ceylon Rowe and wife of Bethel Hill Ν. H.
Pacific.
Dr. W. L. Gatchell and wife, who is Canadian
were here for a ride recently.
Mrs. Carl Brown bas recently visited also a practicing physician, have arrived
Learn to Prevent Consumption.
her parents here, Mr. and Mrs. William from their home in California to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Gatchell and other
Brown.
MILLIONS YEARLY IN
COUNTRY LOBES
Lillian Buck is at Old Orchard for the relatives.
Mr. Harold McLucas of Boston was
summer.
WASTED EDUCATION.
Veer Bean of Chandler Hill has cut entertained recently by his uncle and
the hay on the Oliver farm.
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert McLucae.
Over 2,500,000 of the 17,000,000 school
The Congregational circle will be enMrs. Mary Jordan, after a long visit
children enrolled in the United States
with her daughter, Mrs. Joseph Oliver, tertained by Isabel Stickney, July 28.
have during the school year just cloned,
bas returned to her home atv Locke's A picnic supper will be served. It is
been systematically instructed concernMills with another daughter, Mrs. Willie hoped the attendance will be large,
of consumption and the
Mrs. W. J. Towle spent July 22 with ing the dangers
Bean.
methods for its cure and prevention, acMrs. Oliver has thoroughly repaired her daughter, Mrs. Erwin Giles. Mr.
cording to a statement issued by
Towle also visited Mrs. Oiles recently.
ber house inside.
the National Association for the study
Mrs.
Frank
Peseenden
is
A. M. Carter spent the Sabbath at his
giviog and Prevention of Tuberculosis.
childhood home.
private lessons to several children durBesides the 2.500.000 children thus
Many of our younger people are at ing vacation.
regul.irly instruc'ed in their schools, the
their old homes in this vicinity. The
Rupert Johnson, whose leg was National
Association estimates that fully
sweet song of our bird· and odor of pines broken a few weeks ago by being run
more have received instruction
(
is recovering 1,000,000
san bat attract people to the home of over by an automobile,
at the various tucerculosis exhibits held
their childhood, which memory retains very satisfactorily.
in
in all parts of the country or
separate
when all else is forgot.
classes and organizations.
Sumner.
Orlando Buck of Swan Hill is cutting
of investigations conducted
number
A
Mrs. Susie tiowker of Biddeford is
the hav on the Israel Kimball farm for
in various part·* of the world show that
3. N. Kimball.
visiting relatives in this place.
a large percentage of the children in the
Thomas
William Capen, who worked some
Stickney of Livermore is
schools have tuberculosis before
time for Elmer Trask, is now at work working for Ε. E. Roberts, and Fred Ab- public
a large numbott of South Paris for W. E. Buwker they are eighteen. That
For Mr. Buck baying.
ber of them do not die, is due to the fact
haying.
that healthy children are able to resist
West Bethel.
Gladys Morrill was at home from the attack
of the conRumplion germ. On
Buckfield a few days recently.
"How doth the little aplder ep'n
account of the prevalence of the disease
lite web of finest thre&'l,
Percy Davenport of Hartford is workamong children, the National AssociaAnd coax the fly to wander la
ing for O. L. Newell baying.
to be of
And «tick till he le dead."
Edwin Bonney is cutting Kate Mor- tion considers their education
prime importance.
'Know this: Each pleaeurj hath Its pain;
rill's bay for her.
In Boston, a special commission which
Each hill Its vale; to none biles unalloyed le
Ε. E. Roberts and wife and D. R.
given ;
the subject, found
Coles and wife and Mrs. Susie Bowker recently investigated
Who seek* It here, hie search le vain!—
that over 5,000 school children in that
Death's river dark we croee ere reach we were at W. E. Bowker's recently.
had positive cases of tubercuHeaven!"
Littfo
Bertha
Bowker visited ber city alone
In New York, a recent study ■
Blueberries are ripening.
grandpareute, H. A. Sturtevant and wife, losis.
showed over 25,000 tuberculous children
This week butter is 25 cents per pound recently.
in the schools. On the basis of these
md eggs 25 centa per dozen.
Quimby Abbott and daughter Eva and and other
investigations, it is estimated
Miss Mamie Lapham of Oxford visited Mr. Higgine of South Paris visited in
by certain authorities that there are
:ior aunt, Mrs. L. D. Grover, last week. this place recently.
nearly 1,000,000 ecbool children in the
Postmaster Dennison and wife returned
United States to day, who wi!i probably
Oxford.
rueaday from a two weeks' visiting tour.
Herbert Denning was quite seriously die of tuberculosis beforo they have
Haying is in full blast on dry upland,
This
reached the age of eighteen.
>ut only a few have yet begun on wet injured by a fall while working at Deerwould mean that the public schools of
neadows.
ing.
Curtis Keene, who has been visiting the country are paying annually about
Charles Rollins is done working on the
97,500,000 for the education of children
■ailroad and Edward Mason has taken his father, has returned to New York.
John Farris and wife of Massachusetts who will die before they reach the age
lis place as a section man.
of eighteen. At least one-half of this
▲. P. Mason went to Bethel Thursday are visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Koehen of Ber- sickuess, and possibly three-fourths of
:o buy corn and meal, tliere being none
lin are visiting Mrs. Koehen's father, it, could be prevented, if the municipal
cept for sale in this village.
and state governments would adopt betMrs. Mary Ellen Tyler and daughter, Mr. George Parrott,
Miss Owena Whyte gave a lawn party ter and more hygienio methods of conKrs. Percy O'Brien, with little son, of
and teaching the children, and if
)ixfi<*ld, are visiting relatives and old Tuesday evening. The lawn was lighted trolling
with Japanese lantern· and electric the public in general were alive to the
riends here.
need
for
tuberculosis prevention.
Mrs. Anna Grover, wife of George A. lights. There was dancing on the lawn
The National Association declares that
Ϊrover, died Friday morning, July 16, »nd ice cream and other refreshments the best
way to wipe out consumption
tnd was buried
She leaves a were served.
Edward P. Faunce of Readfield Is at among the children is to educate both
tusband, two sisters and one brother.
them and their parents so that they will
A man who knows no better than to Merrill Brackett's.
Alvin Marr lost a valuable horse last know that tuberculosis is a communica>!ow a trench between an inhabited
He has also ble disease, that it cao be cured and
louse and the highway, where no gutter week with pneumonia.
must be prevented.
s needed, should never have thenandt>ought a span of Mr. Cullinan of Norway. that it
James Glover, who has been very sick,
Ing of a road machine.
Matters of Interest.
Addiaon S. Bean is now able to walk !a improving.
>ut on pleasant days, and one day last
Lake Anasagunticook.
reek rode to Bethel on the care.
Once in a while Belgium hits on some
John B. Murphy remains about the
One of Maine's most charming scenes novel idea, and such a one has occurred
ame as last reported.
)f inland beauty affords an annual meet- to those in charge of the international
ng place for the Oxford Association, jxposition which is to be held at BrusNorth Waterford.
rhe assembly this year will occur on lels next year. An exhibit will be made
Ava Andrews of Norway (formerly of ί Sunday, August 1st. Grand Trnnk ex- )f the misery and poverty in which the
sursion train and those on the Rangeley Belgium home workers live, and it ia
bis place) is visiting friends here.
Died io Albany, July 18, Hazel, daugh· < livision of the Maine Central offer trans- loped that it will be the means of betterer of John and Flora Lewis, aged 13.
portation facilities specially adapted to ng their condition.
Marjorie Matherson has been at D. H. ;he convenience of those who attend. In
Holes for planting trees have been ex<ebroke's some time.
tnnounoing Rev. James D. Tillinghast cavated by the Long Island Railroad by
Mrs. Lucinda Spears has gone to see ind Rev. A. Gertrude Earle as speakers,
with dynamite. A hole about
md Mrs. Wynfred Staples Smith as lasting
er daughter, Mrs. Ivy Tufts of Poland,
| wo feet deep was first dug with a posthe is very sick.
loloist, the committee are confident that | )ole auger at an angle of about 35 deWinifred Knight has had quite a sick ill who attend will share plentifully in
crees with the surface and then loaded
Ime with toneilltis, but is able to be out he benefits of a meeting having power rith
half a stick of dynamite. This,
ο recreate the whole being and attune
gain.
vhen set off, made a hole about two feet
nind
and
a
heart
to
lot
from
better
a
here
went
to
Qalte
living.
Albany
, leep by three across, and the earth at
r
3 attend the funeral of Hazel Lewis.
he bottom was pulverized suitably for L
Senator Borah of Idaho, in his speech
Mrs. Susan Naaon recently visited her
' ilanting. In this way two men conld
η
augbter, Mrs. Clayton Littlefleld of hethe Senate on the corporation tax, gave lig 250 holes in 10 hours at a cost of
following graceful tribute to the sen- 1 bout
lovell.
7i cents a bole.
Harry Sawin, wife and aon, visited at tor from Maine, Mr. Frye: "The senaor from Maine (Mr. Frye), during that
Pine Lodge," Pappoose Pond, Sunday.
The great sea wall and other improveMrs. Ε. H. Nason spent the day at Mrs. ! lebate— the veteran senator, whose life
ias been consecrated to an unselfish de- 1 nents at Galveston, constructed at enornnie Hazelton'a Thursday.
Ernest Naaon is doing Chas. York's y otion to the public interests, one In my 1 oous cost 3ince the destruction of the
1 aind, of the
proud characters of Ameri- c ity by flood, proved their value last'
aying assisted by Fred Hazelton, Walker an
history of these latter days, a man reek. But for them we should have
elson and Ben Kimball.
lways unselfish in his service, high- ' card again the story of the Galveston
linded in his purposes, never a dema- * ood, not so bad as before, bnt certainly
Norway Lake.
As it was, the damage
and never a radical, which some * ad enough.
Bert Dunn, wife and two children, of ! ogue
eople have come to think is about the ' rom a severe gulf storm was a compara·
armoutb, visited at Elmer T. Dunn's : ime
t ively unimportant matter.
thing."
illy 18th.
C. A. Stephens is in Boston for a few
Herbert A. Richardson of West brook
TORTURBD ON A HORSB.
tya.
ii ι using the new Lumiere color process
"For ten years I could't ride a horse
Misa Rachel Weatleigh is stopping at Ii ι
photography and has had excellent Ithout
F. Whitney's.
being in torture from piles,"
r 9sults. His most notable work has been
Mrs. Harvey returned home the 10th. ii ι
the beautiful gardens at * Titea L S. Napier of Rugleas, Ky.,
reproducing
when all dootora and other remedies
Mrs. W. 8. Partridge visited at B. C. Ε ridgton
upper ridge owned by Charles
* tiled, Bucklen's Arnica Salve cored
nrch's of Norway the 21st a«d 22d.
I ι. Fox and Curtis A. Perry.
ie." Infallible for Piles, Burns, Scalds,
Mildred Pottle spent a few days at
ra. Horace Harvey's reoently.
The summer tourist business in gen- C uts, Boils, Fever-Sore·, Eczema, Salt
Misa 8. P. Newhall entertained a few · ral is reported better in Maine this year
beam, Corns. 26c. Guaranteed by F.
4 .. Shurtleff Λ Co.
t! ι an ever.
lends the 22d.

|

The Latest Creations

|
|

$12.50 to $25.00.

Spring Suits

J

One-half Price

Goods, Muslins, Lawns, Etc. at Closing Prices.

Summer

j

assist-1

Yours Sincerely,

S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE,

|

|

July

Mark-Down Sale

of Men's Outing Suits,

Outing Pants and
Straw Hats.

great opportunity to save money as these an
ALL NEW DESIRABLE GOODS, only some size gum
This is

ι
1

a

lot $8.00 and $8.50 Outing Suits,...
lot $9 00 Outing Suits,

ι

lot

ι

lot

ι

lot

ι

lot

.$5.75

6.75

$6.75 and $6.00 Outing Suits,....
$S.50 Outing Suits,
$3 50 Outing Pants,
$3.00 and $2.75 Outing Pants,....

4.75
5 00
2.50
2.00

All Our Straw and Crasli
Hats Marked Down.
9

$1.50 Sennet and Split Straws,
ι 00 Split Straws,
.50 Split Straws,
.25 Split Straws,
.50 Crash Hats,
.15 Crash Hats,

j

|

$t.co
75
37
19
37
19

F. PLUMMER,

J.

J

|

BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

ABBOTT

31 Market

-uraUhér,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Square,

Telephone

106*3.

Travelers' Cheques of the
American Bankers'
Association.
Membership

10,000 Banks and Bankers.

:

every traveler'· first necessity, it is extremely
that his funds be in a form which is at once

Money being

important

THE

MOST

SAFEST,

CONVENIENT
These

fulfill all the

cheques

appropriately

what has been
tional
These

AND

AVAILABLE, MOST
MOST ECONOMICAL.

Money."
cheques eliminate

and constitute

requirements,

called "The Perfect Interna-

delays, inconvenience an
obtaining funds in all forci^

vexatious

embarrassment to travelers in

;

Readily
countries and in all parts of the United States.
cached at full face value by Banks, Railroads, Steam"

Companies. Hotels and Stores throughout the world, thev
not require personal introduction and are perfectly *atc.
A booklet fully describing these cheques will be sent o:
BUY THEM FROM

request.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
Norway,

of

~

Sunday.

J

]

j

Maine.

Furnishings

Men's

for Hot Weather.
We've all kinds of desirable
you comfortable.

You

line of soft shirts

we

The

splendid
complete.
25c.

to

are

to

help

to see the

excellent

this

offering

make

season.

makes choosing easy.

Our underwear stock is full
We've the Β. V. D. underwear.

50c. per garment.
wear

ought

assortment

50c. and $1.00.
and

things

Unions $1.00.

Other under-

$1.00.

H. B. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

NORWAY,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

EVANGELINE $3, NEW CENTURY

L

$2.50, PRINCESS LOUISE $2.
These three lines of shoes for Ladies, which we
carry in both Boots and Oxfords, all styles and
all kinds of stock, are made in Portland by A.
H. Btrry Shoe Co. and we want to say that it
is not possible to make better goods for the
price. They fit perfectly and the styles are the
latest. We carry a full line of them and can
fît all kinds of feet.

N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
T«i«piiou· mua.

Hit 9%ίανΛ

Semocrxt

Min Vida Jenoe it In
bank for the season.

Harry M. Wheeler waa
Augusta over SuDday.

SOUTH PARIS.
7 30

ijBAN

D

A. ■.

to 7 30

TBL'XK

Lit A Vf

M.

There will be
Hall, Paria Hill,
week.

37, 1919,

SOCTB

tlown(eaat)—4 M A.
except Sunday; 4:li p.
ι·, μ
Sunday only.

Uolng

PARIS

at home iron !

dally ; 9:50 a.
dally; 7:»a.

Academj
Friday evening of this
a

dance at

Miss Grace Park of Mexico has beet
recently the guest of her brother, A1
>ln*up west)—δ Λ) A. M., dally; S 35 P.M..
bert
D. Park.
.•vei't Sunday ; 9 45 p. m., dally ; 10 "22 A.
,· ι·
h., Sunday only.
William B. Hayes of Providence, R. I.,
CHUBCHXa
visited his siater, Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler
: C niiWltatlonal Church, Rev. A. T. Mc- over
Friday night
rjer, Pastor. Preaching service, 10:45 A. ■.;
ly School 11A. M. ; ï. P. S. C. E. 6.OU
A collector of antique furniture hat
Evening service 7:00 p. M.; Church
meeting Wednesday evening at 7 30 p. a. ; picked up a number of pieces in town
>( otherwise connected, are cordially In- during the past week.
..

Y

w
χ

\

Rev T. S

illst

l> 45
I nlon

it

r

Church.

*ΤΛΤΚΙ>

a.
at

Preaching service
m.
Sunday School

3 30

P.

*.

ev
at

Y. P.C. U.

MKKTl.NOS.

Lodge, So. 94. Secular
■vealng onor before fullmoon.
Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetvenlni of each week·—Aurora
-t and third Monday evenings

M -Pari

«

sented

a very inviting appearance.
Sup
per was served at just six o'clock, and
consisted of beans, hot rolls, cold meat,

salads,

Colebrook,

|

tit for a king, and all did amplt
to it.
Music was furniehed on
the graphophone all through supper and
at intervals during the afternoon by Mrs.
Andrews, which was very much appreciated.
A few after supper toasts were called
for, but all were too full to respond, sc
the supper was closed by singing several
old familiar tunes.
The committee who had the affair in
charge, Mrs. Agnes Morton, Mrs. Cora
Briggs, Mrs. Clara Whittle, Misses Hattie Burnell and Carrie Hall, have the
sincere thanks of all present for the happy afternoon spent, and. the hard work
they put into it.
Over fifty invitations were issued, and
over forty
responded, beside· a few
children. Out of town guest· were:
Mrs. Swift, Minneapolis Mrs. Ripley,
Oklahoma; Mrs. Richardson, Minneapolis: Mrs. Sanborn, Orange, Mass.
Before the party separated there was a
call to see how many grandmothers there
were in the party and there proved to be
three.
The happy afternoon ended and about
all wore wending their way to their different abodes just before the clock
struck eight—hoping that it would not
be many years before they would all enjoy another such pleasant time.
per

justice

Mr. and Mrs. David R. Coles of Sutnuer and Mrs. Susie Bowker of Biddeford
visited relatives in this village Saturday
and Snnday.
Misses Nora Dunham and Eva Andrews returned Saturday night from
their visit to Mrs. George C. Erskine at
West Rutland, Mass.
Mrs. C. E. Richardson went to Boston
Friday, and Mrs. J. P. Richardson met
her on her return Monday to spend a
day at Poland Spring.
C. W. Bowker and

family

and George

Pleasaa Rebekah Lodge, No. B. Bennett and family made a trip to
l fourth Fridays of each Bar Harbor
Sunday, going to Lewiaton
!..ws' Hall.
K. Kimball Poet, No. 148, meet· by anto and taking the train there.
r
Saturday evenings of each
A small tool house has been built bv
\.K. Hall.
K' nball Circle. Ladles of the G. A.· the town beside the road machine house
of
in·! «bird Saturday evenings
at the rear of the creamery.
Fred Lein Grand Ami Hall.
Baron is now
it as a residence.
iu,<l)ua L. Cham»>erlaln Camp meets
! fourth Saturday evenings of each
m

occupying

.!

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Kenney have been
i< —Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, staying with Mrs. Fannie Abbott at her
Saturday; during the farm for the paat three weeks. Their
-st and third
r οf the vear, meets every Saturday, In
house in the village is meauwhile closed.
Hall.
..C —Second and fourth Mondays of
A South Paris
was taken to the

.ι

■nth.

.h.

youth
1»1, State School for Boys Monday morning,

P.—Stony Hrook Lodge. No.
and fourth We<lnesday evenings

month.
1
Hamlin

venins

at

Lodge, No. 31, nieete
Pythian Hall.

everv

One of the pleaeanteet time· enjoyet
Id Sooth Parte for a long while waa tb<
picnic held in Briggs' grove on Pin<
Street last Tuesday afternoon in honoi
of Mr·. Swift and Mra. Ripley.
The party commenced to gather abou
2 o'clock in the afternoon, and kep
going and coming nntil supper time. I
was made up of old echoolmate·, rela
tives and acquaintances of the ladies
Hammocks were stretched, there wen
plenty of chair· for every one, and ι
pleasant, social afternoon was spent
Pictures of the party were taken by Mrs
Swift and Mrs. Edgerley.
Table· were set in the grove. EacL
table was decorated with a bouquet ol
very handsome flowers, and with the
abundance of food on tbem, they pre

cucumber·, lettuce, whipped
Mrs. George B. Bennett and daughtei
cream pie, custard pie, all kinds of cake,
Maxine returned Saturday night from a
ice cream, bananas, coffee, etc. A sup
visit of some weeks to
Χ. Η

Kewley,

Pastor.
ti c list Church.
!ay. nvrnlng prayermeetlng lo.UO A. M.:
Sabbath
A.
School
10:45
'.n>c -ervlce
Kpworth I.eague Meeting β 00 p. a.;
7
class
η
30;
evening
v.vtl
κ
Wednesday
'r
_· KrMay venln* 7 :30.
Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
-t Chureh,
in ^undav, preaching service 10:45 a.
School H M. ; Y. P. S. C. Κ., β:15 p.
κ
Wednesday evenmeeting 7 x*> P.
Seats free.
All are
,-er -ervlce 7 30.

in lieu of a sentence of ten days imposée!
in the Norway Municipal Court for

larceny.

The usual August vacation will be
A Show that Tours by Gasoline Train.
taken at the Universalist church, and
.$
Lion's dog show, II. H. Linn owner,
the church will be closed for the month.
under canvas on \V. H. Blake's
::>■ T.Jordan and family returned Services will be resumed the tirat Sun- showed
lot near the depot, Thursday, Friday
bome in Philadelphia Thursday. day in
September.
and Saturday nights of last week. At a
ami Mrs. C. L. Hersey of Portland
Rev. G. M. Park and daughter, who low price they give a good show, includtown a few days the tirst of last had been visiting at Albert D. Park's,
ing musical comedies, moving pictures
left last week on their return to their and illustrated songs, and the trick dogs,
home in Pret-que Isle, visitiug at other the last named feature being something
Harry Rosebrook of Bangor was
on their way.
which does not fail to appeal to both old
est of Mrs. II. A. Morton for a few places
and young. The little dogs when on the
ist week.
Pretty hard hay weather the laat few
street are always followed by a crowd of
has been visited by days. No hot weather to make the the
ν Dr. Stewart
young folks, and in the tent they are
not enough rain to keep
usin. Miss Edna Maxwell, of Ja- crops grow,
fathem going—just cold and dull. But received with the same enthusiastic
h Plain. Mass.
There were good crowds at all
vor.
better things are in sight.
Lovell has
performances.
■is Grace Plummer of
Ε Ν. Anderson has gone to ProviLinn and hie show are not stranger· in
the guest of her ais'er, Mrs. Fred
R. 1 for a visit to his son, Harold this part of the country, having been in
dence,
tea
the
for
b Wiggin,
days.
past
Mrs. Anderson, who has the vicinity a number of times before.
C. Anderson
haries U. Chesbro of Springtield, been there for some weeks, will return The manner of their coming and going,
v
J.
Kerf.
his
is
brother,
with uim when hq comes bark.
visiting
us.,
however, is something that would have
w lace Chesbro, for a week or two.
astonished the natives—any natives—
C. M Titcomb, Harry Titcomb and
The principal
Miss Emma Haskell and Master Stan· Louis Clark camped several days in twenty-live years ago.
Greene have been spending the past Stoneham last week. As their farewell feature of the caravan is a car about the
ha· a room in
car.
This
-ek at Auburn, guests of Mrs. Ο. B. to the woods they had a view of a good size of a trolley
the driver, aud the rest of the
Merrow.
deer which watched them for some time. front for
car i· a room in which Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Lila Smith of Hanover is with
Geo. R Morton, chairman of the water Lintflive, and where the meals are furaer
sister, Mrs. Winslow C. Thayer. works committee, was. in Boston and nished for all connected with the show.
Mrs. Thayer's mother, Mrs. A. T. Powers, New York last week to see about the
The car is driven by a fifty-horse
has returned home.
purchase of pipe for the system and at- power, four-cylinder gasoline motor.
in
connection
business
to
other
tend
There are two pairs of ordinaty heavy
Maurice L. Xoyes has begun on the
with it.
wheels in front, the front pair being used
uilding of his new house on Pine street,
for steering. Under the rear of the car
in
for
;!ie foundation for which has been
Mr. and Mrs. Nahum Moore of Rumsuch as are used in
tue time.
M.
Robinson of is one of the trucks
Lucien
ford, Rev
manand the Lombard steam log hauler,
Bemis
and
Philadelphia.
Anthony
Mass
of
Julia
Mrs.
Medford,
Bumpus
ufactured at Waterville. The bearing
low of the late Samuel A. Bumpus, family of Kansas have been guests at surface on each side of tbe truck is a sort
Mr. Robinson is
i fur most of her life a resident of Wallace Ryerson's.
of endlese chain about fifteen inches
now at hie cottage on Penneaseewassee
iris, is a guest at Κ X. Hall's.
wide, four feet and a half of which is on
Lake.
the ground at one time. Inside this
Mr and Mrs. Leop S. Fairbanks are at
of
of
Hamlio
K.
officers
The
P., chain sprocket wheel· work, to which
Lodge,
eir camp at Concord Pond for two
D
tbe power is applied.
.·.
Mr. Fairbanks arrived about a were installed Friday evening by D.
ens.
Waftlr nf fl»o MP ara attanhA/i
tnnrlom
A. M. Chase of Bryant's Pond.
•ek ago and they went directly to the G C
Besides the list of officers already pub four ordinary heavy wagons, loaded with
lish?d, 0«car F. Bowker was installed the varied impedimenta of the concern.
and Mre. Walter I. Merrill of Port- M. of F to till a vacancy. Refreshments When the whole outfit is
chugging its
few
have been at Hotel Andrews a
were served.
way along the highway, it makes a more
the
s while on
as
their wedding trip,
than would tbe
Rev. A. T. McWhorter and family left tremendous spectacle
ts f the proprietors, Messrs. Motlev
train in America,
Mr. McWhorter ia to historic first railroad
morning.
Monday
( olley.
if we could see that cavorting along the
sail from Boston on Tuesday on hie trip
v. J.
II. Little and family are at to England and Irelaud. Mrs. McWhorter public road.
A dynamo under tbe car, run by the
<ir cottage at
Harpswell Center for and the daughter» are to ep3nd the time
Mr. Little goes until the last of August with their peo- motor, makes electric light for the even:est of the summer.
•tbel every Sunday to occupy hie ple at Curbing and South I'nioo, and will ing performances.
The weight of the car is about six tons,
then return here.
jut there.
and when the trailers are hitched on, the
Mrs. W. J. Wheeler, Mrs. A. J. Stearns,
Willis A. Edwards and family have whole outfit weighs about fifteen tons.
S M. Wheeler, Mrs. A. C. Swift, gone to their camp on Rocky Point,
Naturally it is geared low and strikes a
»wΒ
Muriel
Winnie Swift and Miss
Pleasant Lake, for a stay of some three slow tait; still, it came from Buckfleld
at
Swift
with
Ansel
weeks. This lake, which is situated in to South Paris, up over the steep hills of
'pent the day
imp on Elm Hall Wednesday.
the towns of Otisfi-ild and Casco, has the Streaked Mountain ridge, with only
attractions as a location for sum- one stop. One plank culvert and two
P. Mayo of Fairtield, one of the many
mer
home*, and much attention has stone culverts were crushed in by it, and
s
u inspectors of Maine, and manager
to it of late.
one bridge was thought to be shaky, but
the Turf, Farm and Home of Water- been drawn
! The members of the Grand Army and stood the strain all right.
!e, also eugaged in more or lees other
From here the show goes to Norway,
< of
activity, was in town last week. the Ladies of the G. A. R. will make an
Falls and Lewiston.
' excursion to Togue next Saturday, tak- Oxford. Mechanic
r. Τ >bin and Miss Mildred llodgman,
here to Lewisfrom
train
the
ing
early
R.
u
Charles
On a 25,000 Mile Hike.
b.ul been guests of the
and there boarding an electric car
family, returned to their home in ton,
real
A
globe-trotter went through
which will land them at Togus. A good
'ten. Mass Wednesday. Miss Mildred
Paris Wednesday afternoon in the
at Togue by this South
τ accompanied
them, to remain a long stay can be made
person of Joseph Mikulec, a young Ausmeans, and get home that night.
" time in Maiden, and return when
trian who is taking a 20,000 mile walk
v
Kider comes.
of
Fellows
Odd
reaches
Mica
Mt.
around the earth.
Lodge
of
5th
the
on
its
Mikulec left his home in Agram, Hunthirty-fifth anniversary
rday, August Tth, will be observed
It has always been the custom gary, on the 3*h of February, 190G, travdren's day by Paris Grange. After August.
of the lodge to observe the anniversary eling through southern Europe and
•rt business meeting the time will be
in some way, and at the meeting of the Africa, thence to South America and
•n to the children of which it is hoplast Thursday evening it was vited through Mexico to the United State?,
goodly number will be present, pre- lodge
to observe it this year by attending in a quite a part of which he has already
1-.' I to help in the exercises. Meeting
body the Hamlin centennial at Paris Hill traversed. He came herefrom Augusta,
the usual hour, 1 :.'W p. m.
on the 'JTth of August.
where he went to secure the signature ol
e families of George H. Davis and
Governor Fernald in the book which be
The Western Maine Poultry AssociaV. Porter took a trip to Kumford
carries. From here be goes to Vermont,
at its meeting last Tuesday even* Wednesday with F. B. Fogg in his tion,
1
thence through Canada to tbe Pacific
a show in New Hall,
hold
decided
to
a steamer foi
nobile, going through Woodstock ing,
and Oih of coast, where he will take
5tb
the
on
4th,
South
Paris,
: Milton, and returning through HanManchuria and tramp acrois Asia and
will
be
offered
Premiums
11)10.
January.
vor.
to bis home.
Vewry, Bethel, Greenwood and j on
all kinds of poultry, and with the in- Europe
N
«ay. Stops were made at the Fall». I
He is taking this trip on what is pracmatter there will unthe
in
taken
terest
time
for
f r a picoic di· ner, and the
a wager of $10,000 for an Austrian
be a good show. The associa- tically
tli" whole trip was between eight and doubtedly
publishing house. He has five years in
has been incorporated.
tion
nme hours.
which to complete the trip. At present
is 60C
Charles P. Hardin was taken to the he has traveled about 18,500 miles,
N'ate Entomologist ditchings says it is
ahead of his schedule, and has still
s' y the male brown-tail moths that hospital at Lewiston Wednesday for an miles
in which to make the
This is probably true, but in the operation for appeudicitis. Although he eighteen months
rest of the trip.
a few
•nt flights here there must have been had known nothing about it until
Mikulec is 31 years of age. He weight
As one item hours before going to the hospital, it was
e a number of females.
and says this is aboul
in iting this, it may be mentioned that found to be such a bad case that it was now about 136,
lees than he weighed whet
less than twenty clusters of eggs have necessary to operate as soon as possible forty pounds
j·<'"eu taken from one small plum tree in after arrival. At last report, although he started out, but he is in excellent con
a good prospect of finish
r?.e village.
That would probably have still in serious coudition, he was doing dition and bas
ing inside the schedule. He has wort
meant
something like four thousand as well as could be expected.
out forty pairs of shoes.
caterpillars to eat next season.
The Congregational church will take
He started out without money and ii
v ivertised letters in South Paris post
the
and
the usual August vacation,
not allowed to beg, but sells post cardi
'ihce July
preaching services and Sunday School with pictures of himself to pay expenses
The It is unnecessary to say that when h<
>«r». A. F. Buck.
will be suspended for the month.
Mrw M. E. Moore.
meeting Sunday sells you a poet card and you may paj
Christian Endeavor
Mr- Kilns Turner.
evening and the mid-week prayer meet- him "something or nothing" for it, thai
Mr. J. C. Poster.
Mr.J.C Dolllf.
ing Wednesday evening will be held is not begging.
Mr. K. D. Sampson
Mr. Ε. T. Garland
regularly as usual.
Mr. T.. y. Kdwards.
of the Maine Bible Society will occupy
Mr I M Beney.
Chance Comment.
on the first Sunday In Sep-amuel Jackson.
the
Ν!

ole of Boston has recently vissister, Mrs. II. E. Wilson.

Kred Chatterton.

\*il'lam C. Mclotyre.
Ί. trenck.
father a wild ride was taken Tuesday
morning by Hugh C. McPhee, eldest
ν η of John McPhee, about twelve years
While be was driving ahorse
"■age.
•»*e, the horse was startled by the sudThe
•ί-η appearance of a dog, and ran.
>oy was at once thrown off the seat, but
clung on the frame of the rake. The
i. >rse went over m stone wall, rake and
completed a run of about half »
.,
tni:c down hill by bringing up io the barn,
lioth wheels of the rake were wrecked and
it was otherwise used up, but the boy went
with it through all its career. He was a
good deal scratched up, and lost quite a
lot of skin in several placée, but was not
seriously injured, not even having any
bad bruises.

pulpit

tember.

There are said to be indications tha
the post card craze is somewhat on th<
It has certainly been something
wane.
strenuous so far.

Notwithstanding the cool and rathei
threatening weather, about thirty mera-

nibers of the W. C. T. U. accepted the
Invitation of Mrs. W. K. Clifford to bold
their annual field day meeting with her
last Thursday afternoon. On account ol
the weather they did not go >oto the
as planned,
grove for their pic»ic supper
but those who found the temperature
all right out doors ate there, while foi
those to whom the unseasonable cool
wai
ness was unpleasant, a cheerful fire
There was n<
built in the fireplace.
was spen
programme, hot the afternoon
socially, and was very enjoyable.

Bolivia and

Argentina have brokei

diplomatic relations, bat tbe outcome ο
their disagreements is not likely to.in
volve any of the "powers'1 of tbe world

Since tbe Portland city governmen
has voted to proceed with the buildinj
of the new city hall, the Argus hasn'
had any kicking to do about the matter
Probably in its Inmost heart it is rejoic
ed that the city la going to build :
The members of the state rifle learn o: f
structure.
the National Guard left Sunday morninj : worthy
where they wil
for Wakefield, Ma«s
shoot in the New England rifle tourna
Harry Thaw and Evelyn Thaw hav
A special town meeting has been called ment on the 29th and 30th. In the com both been in the limelight for one mor
for next Saturday at 2 p. * to act upon pany team match, in the regiments ' act, but that act helped little in the edl
articles as follows:
match and in the state team match. In fication of the race.
four mem
\ u
.'-To see If the town will reconsider and eluded in the state team are
••-«-•in·! tbe »ote paaa«<l at the last annual town bers of C<>. D, Second Regiment— Capt
tli«
Instructed
It
According to tbe statement of Cos
In
whereby
••t:nic
March,
M. P. Stiles of Norway, First Lieut. L
-'Ρ<τΐηιβη·Ιιη< school committee of said town to
Tawney, Francis J. Hone)
H. Daugbraty and Second Lieut. C. A greesman
"itliiuln a itcbool In the KoUter District, se
who has won a more than national repi
called.
Marston of this place, and Corp. Altoi I
tat ion in his prosei ution of tbe "graft
V KT. 3—To see If the town will authorial ttw
Whitehead of Norway. The same tean ! ere" in San Francisco,
lai t year receive
'uperiBteodtag school committee to transfer two
a
t
match
team
at
national
the
shoot in
lred dollars of tbe amount apprjprlated
fo
•juuannual
*c
; from the national treasury 123,000
school
the
•te
repair·
from
which
Angus
begins
meeting
Camp Perry, Ohio,
which be rendered no service. If that i
the ,Mur*nce· apparatus and appliance»
23d.
>
*<
true, it shows something of bow easy i
♦—Tosec If the t >wo will vote to rals<
with the stick of "graft.
,.Art
Rev. J. W. Chesbro and family wil I is to get tarred
ine sum of two hundred <l< liars to meet and paj
n.v«s*»rv expense· In the celebration of the on<
their vaoation in Springfield am I
spend
Hamlin,
llaonlbal
of
'ιaadredtfc anniversary
41
We bave It from a reliable dentist," aver· U
Adams, Mass. Mr. Cheabro went Sal
which U to be observed at Parts HIM, August i7
•
State Journal, "that some girl· fall I
urday to Portland, where he occupies Nebraska
i·***, at which Ume a memorial tablet Is to Is
need fixing
ο
1
get married because their teeth
erected.
the pulpit of the First Baptist Church
It from an equally trustworthy barbc
t We hare
As regards the article relating to th< Sunday. Next Sunday he preaches a
that tome men fall to marry because they don
ii > get shaved often enough.—Chicago Tribune.
vote on the Bolster school, it may b« Sanford, and the Sunday following
A U of which goes to show that some peraot
οι 1
I
said that this was inserted by request ol Springfield. His family will leave
are a bit partlcaUr as to whom they marry.
οI
the school committee, aa they found bj Wednesday of this week. The pulpit
they will 01· ly take a step forward from met
be ab
worth
we
ο
l
actnal
to
may
yet
was
here
supplied
appearance·
the Baptiat church
an actual canvaaa of the school distric
to better that divorce record.
c f
that only one family deaired to have ■ Sunday by Principal W. E. Sargent
b
»
will
The real leaaon of it after all is thi
a
and
otheri
the
supply
Hebron Academy,
school maintained there, all
second an I appearances ooant for something, as tbe
preferring to have their scholars attenc there next Sunday. For the
s should.
the village schools aa now. Under tho·» » third Sundays in August the Baptist
st
circumstancea It seems poor policy t( 1 and Methodists wiU untte in service·
Ii
Bowdoinbam will dedicate a fij
fourt
expend the amount necesaary for repairt ι the Methodist church, and for theohurct soldiers' monameni August 18.
on the school houae.
'and fifth Sunday· at the Baptist

'nt

Bue Ball,

A Pkaettt Reaatoo.

Mr. and Mrs. S. O. Dorr and sou o!
Mexico are guests at W. L. Farrar's.

UILWiT.

Commencing Juiie
THAINH

P.

hotel At Keone

Miss Flattie Jenoe is at Augusta witt
her aunt for a stay of some weeks.

south I'AKia ρ<;βτ orrtcs.

>flce Hour·

a

I

BADCLIFFE

1

NOBWAY.

MECHANIC FALLS

Cotton Suits and Gingham Dresses
Good Buildings.
Farm 150
MARKED DOWN.
bead and
Winter
Good|
Farm for Sale.

Bfn—
do πι.

In Hiram, July IS, to the wife of Cyrua H.
Qoodwla, a daughter.
In Hiram, July 18, to the wife of Herbert
Monlton, a son.
Id Norway ,*July 30, to the wife of Paul Beau
dotn, a bod.
In Norway, Jul7 lb, to the wife of W. F.
Tubbc, a daughter.
Id Mexico, July 19, to the wife of Cheater
Krmpton, a daughter.
Id Dlxfleld, July 18, to the wife Of Boel Burn
ham, a daughter.
Id Kamford, July 16, to the wife of Η. E. Longfellow, a daughter.

1.

;
Geo. Ε. Tubbs, treasurer of the NorSaturday tbe base ball fan· of this way Saving* Bank, is able to ride about
vicinity witnessed another of those the village and town, bat cannot attend
games which they will long remember, to bis bank dutiea.
and one that waa played nnder about aa
Capt. Moses P. Stiles waa with hi·
trying condition· aa could be Imagined. family at Albany daring the week.
Rain fell at frequent intervals throughRoy Churchill, Carl Foas and Merle
out all the last part of tbe contest, mak- Wataon have been
enjoying life In camp
ing it very disagreeable to both players near Bryant's Pond.
and spectators. The rain, however, was
A. F. Clark, who purchased and movthe

acres.

and
wood lot. Orchard 550 trees. Silo.
We bave placed on sale tbla week oar entire line of Qlsgbam Dreaee·
Sold with orl Cotton Coat Suit· at price· tbat will soon close them out. Come in at once and
Private trout pond.
10 room house.
without crops.
Theee come
••cure one of these pretty drea«e· at b&rdly the price of the material.
Barn 40x80, with basement. Build- in Ladiea' and Misses' sizes.
ings connected. Shed. Carriagtfi
house. Good road. Mail delivered.

[

Cream collected.

not sufficient to cool off
excitement ed the Andrewa house to the corner of
of tbe contest or canse any of the large Main and Home ~8treeta
opposite C. H.
Married.
crowd present to leave until the game
Adams', haa a crew of men at work on
was finally called off after two men had the
building.
been retired in the first half of the tenth
Ned. Hastings of Fryeburg was in town
In Weat Parla, Jnly 17, by Bev. P. L. Mlettlinning.
Tuesday and attended Probate Court. nen, Mr. Otta KUbelalnen and Miss Eisa HelkThe game was necessarily late in start- He came over in an auto and returned klnen, both of Pari·.
In Part·, July 21, at the home of the bride'·
ing, the Mechanic Falls team and a large late In the afternoon.
parent·, by Hey. Q. W. F. Hill, Mr. Bay Ererett
crowd of their supporters coming on tbe
Mrs. Merton L. Kimball and aon are Cotton and Ml·· Annie F. Glbbs, both of Parts.
afternoon train and returning on a
viaiting at her parents' home in Ellaspecial train after the contest was over. worth. They expect to be gone during
Died.
The fact that the weather looked decidJuly and Auguat.
edly like rain did not prevent one of tbe
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stearns returned
largest crowds of the season from attend- from a very pleasant outing at Loveli In Parle, July 30, M1m Eunice 8. Baton, aged
83 year·, 8 month·, 30 ilaya.
ing, and it is evident that the base ball Saturday.
In Albany, July 18, Hazel, daughter of John
people appreciate the kind of ball that is
C. P. Barnes and family and Dr. H. L. and Flora T.ewls, age ! 13 yean.
being provided for them and are ready to Bartlett and family bave been enjoying In West Rethel, July 16, Mr·. Anna, wife of
do tbeir part by their attendance; This life in
George A. Graver.
camp at East Stoneham.
In Norway, July 21, Richard Schaefer, aged 48
game was the first of a series between
The two new houaes being built by
these two teams for the championship of Messrs. Andrews on Main Street are years.
In Norway, July 15, Mrs Mehltable B. Damon,
80 years, 2 days.
Western Maine, and showe that some
being pushed with a large crew of car- a*ed
In Canton, Jnly 12, Mra. Sarah W. Slramonds,
is in store for tbe fans before
rare

sport

the title is settled.
A prolonged kick in the seventh inning marred the pleasure of -the game
and somewhat disgusted those present
who were waiting in the rain for tbe two
teams to plaj ball, on a decision that
would have been settled without any
trouble had any on the field had a rule
book. Tbe play wts one that any player
or umpire should have known at onca
how to decide, but the umpires disagreed
and both stuck to their decision. In my
opinion, Davis, tbe Mechanic Falls umIn the
pire, was wrong in two ways.
first place I tbink it was not his decision, and again, the decision that he made
was contrary (o a very plainly worded
rule, which tells exactly how such a play
should be settled. There was one out at
tbe time and Gammon of the Radcliffe
lie hit the ball hard,
team at the bat.
it going through the pitcher's box and
hitting umpire Clark, who was behind
the pitcher. Adams then picked tbe ball
up and threw it to first ahead of the
Davis callcd the man out, and
runner.
Clark, under the rule which says that on
such plays the batsman shall be entitled
to his base and be credited with a hit,
The only ground
declared him safe.
Davis had for bis decision was that
Adams touched· the bal! before it hit
Clark. I think it would make no difference whether he did or not, but the
Radcliffe players do not admit that be
did touch it. After a long discussion the
Mechanic Falls team gave in, allowing
Gammon bis base, and the game was continued.
It was a splendid contest with very
little to choose between tbe work of the
It was a pitchers1 battle
two teams.
from beginning to end with both in fine
form. Neither team earned their run,
and never would have ecored but for the
cluster of errors tbat were made in the
third inning, five of the seven errors
made in the game coming in this Inning.
Leitb struck out eight, gave two passes
and allowed four hits, one coming in the
Adams struck
first half of the tenth.
out eleven, gave one pass and also
allowed four hits, pitching in nine in-1

j

penters.

log

Apply

Weston, Lf

5
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
4

Totale,

36

Lawler,

s.s

E.

9

5

1

4

Score by Innings.
Radcliffe
McFalla

1 2

3

4

5

G

0
0

1 0
1 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

27

j

7 8 #-Total.
0
0

•Two out In the 10th when game was

0
0

called.

Earned runs, 0. Two base-hit, Adams. Stolen
Workmen have begun on the stone and
bases, Clason, Adams. First base on balls, off cement foundation for the mill proper of
Lclth 2; off Adams 1. Struck out, by Lelth 8; by
clothesAdams 11. Left on base·, Radcliffe 7: McFalls 7. the Custer Manufacturing Co.,
First base on errors, Radcliffe 3; McFalls 2. pin
manufacturers, being built in
Davis.
and
Scorer,
Clark
Thiyer.
Umpires,
Phillips. Work on the storehouse is
progressing rapidly. Two boilers and a
lot of machinery have arrived for this
Resolutions.
bas begun digging for
South Paris, Maine, July 17,1900. plant A crew
artificial pond back of the mill. It
Again the reaper has put forth his the
to have tbe plant in working
sickle in our midst, and, as a shock of is expected
order by Nov. 1.
corn fully ripe for the harvest, bas garnered an aged and respected member of
LIFE 100,000 TEARS AGO.
our order to his eternal rest.
Scientists have found in a cave in
And whereas, Brother Porter was a
charter member of this grange, and was Switzerland bones of men, who lived
for many years closely identified with 100,000 years ago, when life was in contbe work of tbe order, and in later years stant daoger from wild beasts. To-day
still maintained his standing, and attend- the danger, as shown by A. W. Brown
ed its meetings when circumstances of Alexander, Me is largely from deadwould admit, it is meet that a tribute be ly disease. "If It bad not been for Dr.
offered to bis memory; therefore,
King's New Discovery which cured me,
Resolved, That in the death of Frank- I could not have lived," he writes, "suflin Porter Paris Orange has lost a worthy fering as I did from a severe lung trouband respected brother; the family a kind le and stubborn cough." To cure Sore

Lunge, Colds, obstinate Coughs, and
prevent Pneumonia, It's the best medi-

and devoted husband and father; and
tbe community an honorable and upright
citizen; and further,
Resolved, That while we as a fraternity mourn the loss of our brother, we

S.E.Jackson,
W. E. Twitchell, [
Harry Farrar, )
A Card.

ΐ,ϊϊη,01
Re8olution8·

cine on earth. 50c and $1.00. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Trial
bottle free.
A party of well-known Portland and
! Bangor men who made a trip to Mount
including portions of three
j Katahdin
days on the summit, report that snow
still remained in several localities on tbo
the middle of July. In a
j mountain in at
tbe top of the mountain
few minutes
■

they passed through

tbe several seasons
of tbe year as indicated by tbe flowers
of all seasons, from early spring to fall.

I

A NIGHT RIDER'S RAID.
The worst night riders are calomel,
croton oil or aloes pille. They raid youi
bed to rob you of rest. Not so with Dr.
King's New Life Pills. They never distress or Inconvenience, but always cleansc
the system, curing Colds, Headache,
Constipation, Malaria, 25c at F. A. Sburt
leff & Co.'s.

Swift and Mrs. Lillii
Calais is making extensive prépara
Ripley wish to take this opportunity t<
publicly tbank the committee who di< tiona for Its centennial celebration
so nsooh for them in giving them sucl
wblcb will oconr on Saturday, Jnly 31
a pleasant time last Tuesday.
They an * and which promises to be a red lettei
Mrs.

more

Georgia

than grateful.

all

My

home

or a

easy.

on

Norway, Maine,

Oxford Street, with

Terms
part of the land.
MRS. A. C. HALL.

\l To the Farmers
|| of Oxford County.
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or

the

invariably

cellence, its beautiful fabric finish is
pleasing both to the pen and the eye,
and its

both

style,

Highland

as

to cut and tint

envelopes

of paper and
correct.

is

absolutely

Linen is made

well known firm of

by-

$

Annie L. Gantla, late of Buckfleld, de-1
■ca»e<i ; pennon mr απ muwuix uu> u> pcio»»·
5state presents I by Ch irlee Gautla, widower.
John Torlc, late of Wat-!rford_jleceased;
lrnt account presented for allowance by Eu pone
f. Smith, executor.

Iftry P. IVfntworth, late Of Brownfleld,
leceased; petition for license to «ell and convey
real eetate presented by Arthur Merrill, an heir
it law and devisee under the will of said debased.

I

of Norway; second account I
J. Eagan,

Lizzie β. Davis

jirenented for allowance by Edward
guardian.

1

Eaton, Crane & Pike,

day In Its history.

©

We invite your

1

patronage.

PARIS TRUST CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

|
^
^
fa
fa
fa
fa

^

fa
fa
fa

I
$j

Soda, Ice Cream, College
Ices and

David Chamberlain, late of Hartford, deceased ; second account presented for allowance
by Ten Broeck W. Stetson, administrator.

Hannibal Andrew·, late of Milton I'lantatlon, deceased; petition for license to sell and
8.
convey real estate presented by James
Wright, administrator.
Isaac A. Tobln, late of Canton, deceased;
petition for determination of collateral Inherittnce tax presented by Ilattle M. Mayo, adminis-

the

your checks.

on

#

Walter A. ftcrlbner, a minor; i«Mltlon for
license to sell and convey real estate presented
>y Horace Howard, guardian.

HIGHLAND LINEN
for their particular correspondence,
knowing that its quality is par ex-|

It will not cost you anything to open an
You can deposit as little and
The checks returned
as much as you wish.
to you make a good receipt and if you have an
account here you always know where you can
get plenty of cash and get it without charge

||||
M

itor.

by

account with us.

^

Rhoda 8. Yates, late of Paris, deceased;
petition for determination of collateral Inheritince tax presented by James S. Wright, exec

|

and pay what few bills you have to pay
check?

^

Mary P. Wentworth, late of Brownfleld,
Isesassd; petition for determination of collating Inheritance tax and for dlntributlon of balby
ince remaining in (heir hands presented
William H. Wentworth and Arthur Merrill, execJtore.

I

Paris Trust Company

m

named.

not open a check account with the

get it why

0
Ϊn
ο
|γ

William C. Howe, late of Brownfleld, debased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Jay L. Frink, the executor therein

If he

It will soon be time for \ou to be getting your
COR.Κ and APPLE money and when you

«»
Ο

We

with

Drinks.

Fancy

especially wish to say that everything: in connection
Soda Department is the best money can buy.

our

We use only Pure Granulated Sugar, Pure Water, and
Choice Fruits in the manufacture of our Syrups. No artificial
in the beautiful Berkshire Hills of ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court. I
1
:
flavors used.
Massachusetts, where for over a cen- A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
made.
been
have
best
WE INVITE INSPECTION.
papers
tury the
NOTICE.
No better paper can be obtained at
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has !
If
If your soda or ice cream is not right tell us.
been duly appointed administrator of the 1
the price.
estate of
tell
others.
is
it
right
GEORGE W. RICHARDS, late of Paris,
We sell Highland Linen for 25c.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All
having
directs.
law
the
persons
ae
bonde
per box.
of said deceased are
trât rlx.

|

P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

demands against the estate
desired to present the same for settlement, and I
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
ment Immediately.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
July 30th, 1909.

L. P. COOK, South Paris, Me.
A COMPLETE LINE OF

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I
Petition for
bas been duly appointed administratrix of the
1
estate of
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy. I
ELIZABETH P. STONE, late of -Paris,
FRANCIS E. PORTER,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Bankrupt. )
as the law directs. All persons having
To tho Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Die- bonds
the eetate of said deceased
trlct Court of the United States for the District demands against
to present the same for seulement,
arc
desired
of Maine:
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
e. porter, of Paris, in the
Immediately.
and State of Maine, payment
of
Oxford,
ANGIE J. 8CRIBNER.
County
July 20th, 1909.
represents, that
in said District,
on the 17th day of October, last past, he was
NOTICE.
duly
bankrupt, under the Acts of
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
and rights of has been duly appointed administratrix of the
his
all
surrendered
pro]>erty
duly
estate of
pro)>erty, and has fully complied with all the
EDWIN S. POOR, late of Andover,
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Court touching his bankruptcy.
All persons having
Wherefore he prays, That he may be de- bonds as the law directe.
creed by the Court to nave a full discharge from I demands against the estate of said deceased
all debts provable against his estate under said are desired to present the same for settlement,
make
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex- and all Indebted thereto are requested to
cepted by law from such discharge.
payment Immediately.
BERTHA I. POOR.
Dated this i&h day of June, A. D. 1909.
July 20th, 1909.
FRANCIS E. PORTER, Bankrupt.

Bankrupt's

Discharge.

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

J

Francis

adjudged

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of

FRANKLIN PORTER, late of Paris,
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
In the

all Indebted thereto
ment Immediately.
July 20th, 1909.

are

requested

payment Immediately.
July 20 h, 1909.

purely vegetable preparation containing

no

Rheumatism

Dyspepsia

CostlvenesA *
Biliousness
Kidney Disorders
Piles
Sick and

Nervous Headache

Malaria,
Ague

Nervousness
Nausea
Jaundice
Loss of Appetite
Bolls

Dysentery

MARKET

or

All done and

Tired Feeling
Olszlness

Languor

Female Weakness

Erysipelas
Salt Rheum
deneral Debility

Wheeler,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

Don't Forget the Blue Stores
at this season

things

we

July

on a

Don't

of the year when there

are

vacation

or
or

Spoil

by trying

FURNISHINGS before going away

visit.

the Vacation

to save a few cents

getting along

You all know how it just

properly

and

comfortably

spoils everything

Norway

eoutli Parle

All Skin Diseases
Liver Complaint
Ulcers and Old Sores
Pains In the Sides,
Back and Shoulders

Eczema

FRUIT JAR SALE
Quarts
Pints

MID-SUMMER SHOES.
Every Man and Woman who enjoyes Good Shoes
can be suited from my stock of Summer Footwear.

I HAVE SEVERAL EXCLUSIVE LINES.

1-2 Pints

ECONOMY JARS—Half Gal.
Quarts
Pints
First

$6.00.

1.00

44

44

.90

44

44

.85

44

44

$1.40 per doz.
1.10

44

44

1.00

44

44

duality Warranted Jar Rubbers, lOcts.
Jelly Tumblers 35 cts. per dozen.

Frothingham, N.

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

TlMUad YuHuiAJfaji ΒοφΙ

$1.25 per doz.

per dozen.

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES.

CASTORIAteMubrtMlim. J·*™*· —f

to not be

dressed.

SEE US.--W1LL FIX YOU FOR ANY OCCASION.

Box 287,

W. 0.

without

F. H. NOYES CO.

Constipation
La drlppe

Ladies' all prices from $1.60 to $3.50.
Gents' all prices from $2.00 to

Visit

or

Comfortable Underwear, Shirts, Hosiery, Hats,
Light Trousers, Suits.

HENRY L. CUMMINGS, Agent, LIGHTNING JARS-Half Gal.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

28-31

many little

so

have you need to make you comfortable.
and August have become the play months of
and there is always something needed in

the year
CLOTHING

W. H. EASTMAN.

Calomel

styles and shapes.

Miss S. M.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last

other injurious or metallic drug. Each package contains 204
The greatest known remedy fb* the
doses in tablet form.
discovered.
cure of All Blood, Liver and Kidney Diseases yet
It is guaranteed to cure any of the following diseases if
directions are followed, or money will be promptly refunded.
Fever· and

the nicest

JAMES S. WRIGHT.

Our Standard Remedy
A

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats in

to make pay-

will and testament of
LAURA S. STURTEVANT, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the eetate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make

Hosiery.

Summer Underwear and

respectfully

Kidney troubles, induce sleep, impart
and Drugs Act, June 30,
strength and appetite. Only 50c at F. Guaranteed under the Pure Food
A. Shurtleff & Co.'s.
1906. Guarantee Number 1676.

0-1
0-1

realize the deeper grief of those to whom
he was nearer and dearer, aod would extend our most sincere sympathy to the
family of our deceased brother, especially
tbe aged widow in her bereavement, and
may the sweet memories of bis loving
kindness and devotion through all th<
long years of their wedded life bring
peace and comfort to her saddened heart.
Reeolved, That in token of our respect
our charter and altar be draped for the
space of thirty days; that these résolu
tions be placed within our records, ι
copy be sent to the family, also to the
Oxford Democrat for publication.

For Sale.

OBDEB OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, es.
On this 24th day of July. A. D. 1909, on read-1
lng the foregoing petlUon, it Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be bad
A. D.
upon the same on the 13th day of Aug.,
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
SEES MOTHER GROW YOUNG.
that all known creditors, and other persons In
"It would be bard to overstate the Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
show cause, If an ν they have, why the praywonderful change in my mother since and
er of said petitioner snoulu not be granted.
she began to use Electric Bitters," writes
And it Is further ordered by the Court, That I
Mrs. W. L. Giipatrick of Danforth, Me. the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad"Although past 70 she seems really to be dressed
to them at their places of residence as
unsuffered
She
stated.
growing young again.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
told misery from dyspepsia for 20 years.
said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortAt last she could neither eat, drink nor of theIn eald
District, on the 24th day of July,
land,
D. 1909.
sleep. Doctors gave ber up and all remworked
JAME9 E. HEWEY, Clerk.
edies failed till Electric Bitters
[L. s.j
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
such wonders for ber health." They inAttest:-.! A M ES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
vigorate all vital organs, cure Liver and

0
0
3
0
2 ι
0
0
0
0

HEBRON, MAINE.
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mill.

saw

penned
they

choose

$2.99

|

For catalog and information address
the Principal,

beautiful sentiments he

man,

trim-

$6.50 Cotton Coat Suits at $3.25

Fall term begins Sept 14, '09.

CURTIS,

almost

very

$4.98 SUITS AT $2.49

experienced

would write
the excursion.
Francis Danforth has gone to the uses a writing piper in keeping with
Weira, Ν. H., where he is employed
011 a
them, knowing that if
at the Weirs Hotel for the season.
and
children
Andrews
E.
lose
would
Mrs. Eugene
paper
are at Old Orchard for some weeks.
effectiveand
of
their
much
power
Mrs. B. C. Wentworth and daughter
Ethel are enjoying life at their Poland ness.
The thoughtful
thoughtful woman,

pipings and lace,

$2.60 DRESSES AT $1.76

$5.98 SUITS

AThoughtful Man

campground cottage.

trimmed with bands, buttons,

plain and checked Gingham and Cbambray, in princeaa styles,
med with banda, buttons and pipings. Dressy and comfortable.
Dresaea of

Rachel W. Knight, late of Lovell, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Cyrus K. Chapman, the executor
therein named.

cheap, shoddy

princess,

Tbla atyle includea a jumper auit and coat trimmed with heavy lace and butLocated in the country bat having the
of
the
ton·.
in
of
the
Colors, white, bine and tan.
conveniences
way
city
water, electric lights, steam heat, etc.
AT
Modern in equipment and in method·.
Three courses, College, Eoglish, ScienMade of fine French rep. Coat with wash board back, tucked front, skirt
tific. Admits to New England Colleges
front panel.
Colors, blue and pink with white collar and cuffs.
on certificate. Splendid girls' dormitory with tacked
provides rooms for 80 girls nnder csre of
Home comfort and
six lady teachers.
home supervision. New boys' dormitory
Made of imitation linen. Both coat and skirt trimmed with heavy lace, large
in process of erection will be ready for
buttons.
use Nov. 1, '00.
Scholarships. Oppor- patch pockets, pearl
tunities for self help.

Paris-, Maine.

on

In

W. E. SARGENT,

Mrs. A. J. Nevers is with her son. Dr.
Harry Nevers, in Lawrence, Mass., for a
visit.
is careful of the little details.
Alec Locke and wife went to Quebec

2

R B.H. P.O. λ.
110
0
1
4
2
0
0
0
10
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
11
0
1
3
0
1
0
10
10

A. H.

$3.50 DRESSES AT $2.75

styles

neat and attractive.

ΡΗΟΒΛΤΚ NOTICKfe.
To all persons Interested In either of the Estate*
hereinafter name<l
At a Probate Court, held at Paris. In and
Tor the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
July, In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and nine.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated. It Is hereby Okuerbd :
That notice thereof be given to all person* Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they mav appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rumford on
the third Tuesday of August, A. D. 1909, at 9
at the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
an If they see cause.

Portland.

FALLS.

Â Β

Purrlngton, c.f
A dame, ρ
Barker, 1-b
Bridgham, 2-b
Llzzotte, S-b
Wescot», r.f
Tilton, c

*29

4

1

34

portable

Several

Academy.

Hebron

South*Paris, July 27, '09.

j

MECHANIC

a

to

30

C. Β Cummings & Sons have changed
from steam to water power. For the
1
In the third inning Weston reached first time in five years this change has
first on Harrison's poor throw, went to been made.
second on Purrington's out and scored
The Piedmont society for research and
when Adams sent a hard ground ball recreation with George R.
Howe as
not
could
Gammon
base
tbat
over first
president; Hattie Pike as vice-president;
for
who
Liz
to.
itte,
played
Radcliffe, Harriet Abbott as treasurer and Ruth
get
against the Mohawks but who was on Locke as secretary, will have its annual
third for Mechanic Falls in this same,
outing at Andover Aug. 7 21.
was mainly responsible for Radcliffe's ;
A crew of men under the direction of
With
run in their half of this inning.
M. M. Fuller are repairing the savings
two men oat, be made a wild throw to bank roof.
first in fielding Lanen's ground ball.
An operation for adenoids was perLanen kept on for second, Barker got formed on Donald Millett, the little son
the ball and threw it into left field, try· | of Robert Millett of Hanover, Mass., at
ing to catch him at second, and he easily Randall Porter's Monday.
He took a long lead off
made third.
Ttia fomiit; nf (ipfirtrn I. Cnmmincrs
third and Tilton threw to catcb him, he and the
family of Merrltt Welch are en>tte
Liz
and
made for the plate
ecored,
joying life at Goat Island. Mr. Cumwhere
and
low
hard
ball
the
throwing
minge and Mr. Welch take the afternoon
Tilton could not get it. This ended the steamer every afternoon for the cottage.
well
and
tbe
working
pitchers
scoring,
Lester Ashton, with the Noyés' drug
receiving good support after this.
store, and wife, are on a two weeks' vaThe game was called in tbe first half, cation with friends in Lynn, Mass.
of tbe tenth inning with two men out and
The clothing rooms of Allard &
Purrington on first, after hitting safely. Moulton are being papered and painted.
the
and
The rain began to fall heavily
Frank H.Richardson has greatly imcondition of the balls and tbe field made
his barber shop with a change of I
proved
fairest
of
the
the
the calling
thing partitions and paper and paint.
game
for both teams.
I
Leonie D. Gilbert is with her brother,
The game was not featured by any
Nye Gilbert, at Rochester, Ν. H., where
fast
was
it
but
playgood,
special play,
Mr. Gilbert has a position in the Courier
ing by both teams throughout the can- office.
test.
I Mr. and Mrs. George Devine left town
Tbe same two teams will play at for their vacation in Massachusetts the1
Mechanic Falls next Saturday, and it is first of the week. Mrs. Devine was takexpected that arrangements will be made on sick in Portland, and on Tuesday
for a special train to leave Norway about ! afternoon was operated upon for apone o'clock for Mechanic Falls so that
pendicitis. She is at St. Barnabas
all tbe supporters of the team will be Hospital and rapidly recovering from the
able to see the game.
effects of the operation.
LaFrance was on third in this game
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dickey of Dorfor Radcliffe, and Cole of this village
Mass., Ralph Harriman of Norchester,
took his place in left field. There is no
Pearl Harriman of Boston, and
way,
doubt about Cole's ability to play this Zella Bartlett of Lynn, Mass., are occupositioo, but third is new to LaFrance pying Camp Comue.
and bis work there will be watched with
Grace Legrow of Lynn, Mass., is with
much interest.
her father, Horace Legrow, for her vathe
score
In tbe following
players get- cation.
ting the put outs in the part of the tenth
Mrs. Don C. Seitz of Coacob, Conn.,
one
the
and
also
making and Brooklyn, Ν. Y., was the guest of
inning played
the hit are so credited, but the score by Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Bradbury the past
innings is for the nine completed in- week.
nings:
George Noyes is having the Noyes
building occupied by the Smith shoe
RADCLIFFE.
Λ Β. Β. Β.Η. P.O. Α, Ε. store painted.
1
0
1
4
4
0
Vivian W. Hills attended the meeting
Harrison. s.s
0
0
1
4
0
3
Clason, 2-b
of the Maine Association of Opticians at
0
8
2
4
10
Lanen, ο
Mr. Hills is a mem0 Bangor this week.
0
2
0
4
0
Cole, l.f
0 ber of the executive committee.
0
2
0
1
4
Lelth.p
0
0
0
0
0
4
Voting, c.f
Mike F. Kerwin of Waltbam, Mass.,
0
0 1
13
0
2
S
tiammon, 1-b
friends a
0
1111 has made his many Norway
4
LaFrance, 3-b
0
0 short visit.
0
1
8
0.
King, r.f.
Total»

turner in

an

Telephone.

home.

1804—1909

WANTED.

About August ist,

summer

GEORGE O. CHASE,
Route 3, South Paris, Me.
30-31

In Bumford, July 15, Infant son of Mr. and
Mra. George M. Lorke, aged 1 day.
In Rumrord, July 16, Mrs. J. Klttredge Elliott,
aged 72 years.
In North Buckdeld, July 20, Leila May,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. 8pauMlng,
aged 10 year·.

nings.

10

A nice

aged 88 rears.

M. P. Stiles is fast recruiting the
for
company to its maximum strength
the August camp. The Norway company was never in better condition than
it is at the present time, and is sure to
make a striking appearance at camp.
Dick Sohaefer, the Beat's House clerk,
drank a dose of carbolic acid Wednesday
forenoon and died. He had been away
on a vacation and npon his return to the
hotel was despondent. He had been addicted to the use of strong drink for
On Tuesday he made eome
some time.
talk to a friend of intent to take his life,
and his room was searched but nothing
found. He was 48 years of age and during his stay at the hotel had made many
friends. His father, wife, one son and
lie did not live
a brother survive him.
with his wife. Undertaker J. F. Bolster took charge of the remains and they
were shipped to his former home at
West Roxbnry, Mass. He came to the
Beal's House in June, 1908.
James N. Favor was in Portland the
first of the week on a business trip.
C. B. Cummings & Sons are to heat
tha Opera House, the Abbott Block, Foster's shop. Smiley's store and Hathaway
Block. New systems of pipes will be
rear
put in along the river bank in themuch
of the buildings. The tenants are
pleased with the new arrangements.
Charles Johnson, for many years a
resident of Norway, died at the Portland
city hospital Thursday night at the age
of 07 years. He left Norway some time
last spring to live with his sister in

Capt.

team.

20

.,*x

-

Dayton Bolster Co.,
"The Store That Saves You Money."

SOUTH

PARI·,

MAINS.

I

Die Land of

Protect Yourself

Puzzledom.

Against sudden attacks of constipation, indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeping on hand the
true "L F." Atwood's Bfttere. An occasional dose safeguards the system against the ailments most common
For

to men, women and children.

nearly sixty

The "Peerless" Adjustable Window Screen
BECAUSE

It is made to fit all stock size windows.

Fits the window casing without attachments.
Can be raised at will, and will "stay put"
Can be put in or taken out instantly.
Needs no tools whatever, and
Is absolutely fly-tig'ht.

ordering, simply give number
and size of one

of

lights
light.

in

|

window,

a

Barbed Wire, Nails, Garden Tools, Paints, Oils
Hardware of Every Description.

J. P. RICHARDSON, South Paris.
is

1^/

^

DO YOU WANT GOOD PAINT

**

\

Liquid

PainT
BûRGESS.f09ÎS&C0VSHADES^/
COMMERCIAL SI.

!I8

I have add^l to my stock
I

am

selling

14 inch cluster for 50 cents.
16 inch cluster for 65 cents.
iS inch duster for 75 cents

a

A nice selected 16 inch Columbia Duster for
keep the wool dusters for 35 and 50 cents.

conw

JAMES N. FAVOR,
91 Main Sit.,

S

ΠΤ yicmcvwtir

I also

$1.25

V.i-1

Norway. Malno.

φ -L

1

Here is a letter written In pictures.
Try to read It

i

No. 562.—-Homonym.
'Twas a tender, loving message that he
sent her.
Just a breath of lover's passion kind

Largest Attendance.

Largest Faculty.

Equipment. |

Finest Location and

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 7, 1909.

Allow us to arrange a course for you and after graduation place you in a ροβί-1
tion. Out of Three Hundred and Eighty call.s for help the past year we could only
supply 174. The 1W9 Catalogues are now ready. Send for one. Address

|

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE. Lewiston, Me.

anything

When in want of

in oar lines give us

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

a

WE SELL

Our

Paroid

Wagon Paints,

paints

include

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Impervious,

Heath dt

best of all roofings.
try imitations.

Roofing—The

Milligan,

Regular

sizes of doors in

Wheelbarrows—We

Varnishes,
Turpentine,

and Sherwin-Williams.

stock.

to

Don't

The kind that lasts.

order.

Have your veranda screened in.
Ac.

cloth, spring hinges,

Jove, as lovers
do.
So they whlled away the time till parting
0*

j

a

kiss

was

No. 563.—Beheadings.
The whole is separate, to split.
Behead and you have a word meaning "to quit."
Behead again and you have the edge
of a roof.

Behead again and transpose, and you
have the name of a dear little girl in
"Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Key

Brushes.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make
We sell wire screen

Linseed Oil,

Liquid Filler,

the cypress.
Where he told her of his

answy ··when he begged
·«*·»»·

call.

to

they met beneath the shadow· of

Then

came.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders* Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails, |
Builders* Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

and true.
For he wished when twilight came
meet her,
·—**
So he sent to her a loving

Her

rw oo

to

Puzzledom.

No. 549.—Riddle Story: Pennyroyal.
No. 550.—Words Within Words: 1.
4.
3. C-lose-t.
2. A-die-u.
B-allot-s.
O-range-rf. 5. C-haug-e. 0. C-ant-o. 7.
B-Auno-r. 8. L-attic-e.
Xo. 551.—Charade: Ice-sick-IU, icicle.

Xo. 552.—A Full Meal: Soup, cheese,
steak, hash, bread, tea. squash, crackers, juui. pie, cherries', beet, butter.
Xo. 553.—Electric Light Puzzle:

Call and see them.

have a few tiret class wheelbarrows.

Electrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
best for automobiles and telephones.

Telephones and

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Parle.

FINEST GROUND ON THE MARKET
When you understand that

strength,

only finely powdered

you

will be glad

to

cement has real
know about

cementing

EDISON
Portland Cement
The coarse, gritty particles in cement are practically as feeble as sand. Edison Portland Cement

ground

10' u finer than any cement made. That
means that more sand and rock can be used, or a
better concrete made with the same amount of
is

cement

8000 Barrels

a

Day

Made and Sold

Ask your dealer why and how,
us for free booklets.

or

send direct

to

Sola, toy

A, W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

Pianos
Large Stock

a

Organs.

The accouipanyiug diagram shows
how the eighteen squares are destroyed

by

seven

lights being extinguished.

551.—Hidden Cities:
Bangor,
Lowell. Portland, New Haven.
No. 555.—Decapitation: Moore, ore.
No. 550.—Homonym—Steal, steel.
No.

Every one would be benefited by taking Foley's Orino Laxative for stomach

and liver trouble and habitual constipastomach and
tion. It sweetens the
breath, gently stimulates the liver and
regulates the bowels and is muoh superior to pills and ordinary laxatives.
Why not try Foley's Orino Laxative
to-day? F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
The copy reader—Here's some verses
sent in by a subscriber entitled, "Oh, Let
me Die by My Fireside."
The editor—Write and tell the fellow
that we will accommodate him if he will
promise to keep away from this office.
When Bloodine Rheumatic Liniment
has cured so many cases of Rheumatism,
why do you suffer with this terrible
affliction. It relieves all pain instantly,
25c. and 50c. a bottle.

Chief of Detectives—Now give ns a
cashier.
of yoor missing
How tal> was he?
Business Man—I don't know how tall
he was. What worries me is that he
was 120,000 short.

description

Delay in commencing treatment for a
slight irregularity that could have been
cured quickly by Foley's Kidney Remedy
may result in a serious kidney disease.
Nice trade for anyone Foley's Kidney Remedy builds up tbe

of New Pianos and

Organs.

Good second hand organs firom $15 to $40.
wore out tissues and strengthens these
hand pianos from $125 to $175.
ouy for New Year's present. Second
organs. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
"Hello, old chap! Tou look as though
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
you had lost your best friend."
"I hâve. He eloped with my wife last
a good trade in musical instruments.
to

week."

W. «Γ. Wheeler,
Β1Ί11Π
Util

fresh,

dreu Is

and
m

·

daintily gotten np
m possible'

different

depth, ia .filling op the sea alone a
badly laundered and carelessly
of more than aeven milea, haa
and ironed; even though tbe latter may frontage
about fifty villages and as
destroyed
of
tbe
be tbe maoh* handsomer garment
milea of what was once
many
square
"done
that
is
one
np" the most
properly
two, tbe
productive area In all Samoa.
will be far tbe more attractive.
From Apia, about fifty miles away oo
Tbe art of laundering snob materials
the island of Upolo, it is sometimes
so that they will look like new goods is
to read at night by the glare of
not a difficult one to aoquire, and as possible
the Savaiian volcano, whoae twin pillara
more care is needed than the average
of vapor by day become traoaformed
washerwoman is apt to bestow, it is betthen into columna of red. Above the

▲reyou tortured, to death daily with
Bczema? why suffer when Bloodine
Ointment will give you Instant relief and
permanently cure you. 50c. a box, mall·

Steamship Company.
The Wars of How to Make a Harvesting Eastern
Portland Division.
Leather Puzzle
flachinery.
Our Country
Fare

By

Albeit

of

Astigmatism.

Pijnoo Terhune

tlvely.

ROM Maine to Florida, from Indiana
to New Jersey, the

Revolution raged.
At one polut the
British carried all
before them; at
another

|

|

victory

apply

Shurtleff

i

Co.

for

Machinery,
to

M.OO Bound Trip.

wsfi

ton

STAHK AT BENNINGTON.

furnish

Separators,
Gasoline Engines, Etc.

Cream

square hole not less than one-quarter
Inch square.
Next out of the scraps of leather that
you have left cut two small pieces
each about an inch long and five

And All

Bepaire

for Same.

horrors)

E.

Washing-

niLLETT,

0.

NEAR.0. T. STATION,

(confronted

everywhere by Indifference, incom-1
petence, treachery
and graft among |

Maine.

South Paris,

Ills own counlryand by the enemy's crushing suI
periority in meu. money, discipline and
arms» planned and executed his most
eighths of :ri incli wide and make α
daring feats of military genius. Wat- small hole in the middle of each.
straHessian
raids,
skirmishes,
tles,
Now. take an eleven inch length of
tegic masterstrokes and setbacks-more I >tout linen cord and pass it back under
I
share
of these fell to New Jersey's
the three inch strip in the large piece
than to any other colony. There, too.
• if leather mid make the two ends equal
It was that Washington worked out
In length Now draw both ends through
best advantage his central plan of camthe square hole, then pass one end
as
folwas
This
plan, briefly,
paign.
through the hole in the center of one
lows:
small leather piece ami the other end
The colonies In cash, credit and numthrough the hole in the other piece and
bers were no match for the British.
knot them securely
Had the war been fought out man to |
Who can get the
Now the puzzle:
man England would have conquered
linen cord, with the small pieces of
America In a week. In general battle I
leather at Its ends, off the large piece
the British could command more and
of leather without either rutting or un·
men
and
drilled
by
l>etter
equipped
it?
β
far than their patriot foes. Washing- tying
Pull the three inch strip
Solution:
ton knew this. Therefore he avoided
ι lie square hole till you have
general battles. He also knew that through
a loop large enough to slip one of the
the most deadly blow the average man
This, you
leatlTcr pieces through it.
can suffer Is a wound to the cash pocki:ee. will release the string, and you
et and that glory ceases to be so very
• an
triumphantly pull it free from the
desirable a commodity when it Is nol
of leather.
free list. nVar Is the large piece
men

iug

from

ff^n

I

I

I

I

aroTicE.
Brown Held, Maine, June Mit, 1 ·«/<
My wife, Hetty M.French, ha* left n.y i^.j

and board without cause, an<l all per»»:,.
forbidden to trait her or give her credit or

;.

·.■

DANIEL T. FRENCH.

For 5ale.
Household goods.
Carpets and
Chamber Sets, &c.
MRS. A. C. HALL.

July

*

2Q, 1909.

A

29-30

Lot

new

The let of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and eee this line, fobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

ON

—

patterns an<l clean

to close out odd

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
BAY

STATE

Li Quid

For Sale

by

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Paris.
Sample Card· Free.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

YEARS'

60

HILLS,

EXPERIENCE

Jeweler and Graduate Optieian.

Lowest Prices ii Oxford Gouitv.

II

up stock.

Chas. F.

Paint.

MADE IN NEW ENULAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENULAND.

any boy who. stnrtsquare numbered 4<>.

1—I

Portland, Me.

Wool Carpets

to

the

principal

Freight rate· aa low aa other lined.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,

—

A Tricky Course.
middle i»f a large playground
was paved with sixty-four square flagstones of equal size, which are numbered on this diagram from 1 to U4.
One of the schoolmasters, who had
a head for puzzles, took l.is stand upon
the square here numbered I!) and of-

prize

ticket* on aale at

A LOW PRICE

The

a

Through

railroad atationa.

L. M. Longloy,
Maine.
\orway,

to!

fered

Returnlns
Leave Union Wharf, Boaton, week
day· and Sunday·, at 7 p. u., for Portland.

account.

Full line of NEW CARRIAGES,
CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS and
REPAIRS.

enacted.'

There

at 8 P. κ., for Boaton.

prepared

am

Mowing Machines,

ican cause. In I
New Jersey, above
all the other
twelve coloules, I
the war was fiercThere most I
est
of Its
were

I

Horse Rakes,
Disc & Tooth Harrows,

cut two

crowned the Amer-

A grade teacher at Colby, after having
j
examination in her school longer on the
And right here let mç say that ribbons a medical
wrote the following note most costly of pursuits. If. therefore,
room
recently,
form one of the most stylish decorations
to maintain
A rather plain to the parents of a certain little boy: he could force England
for summer dresses.
Charles shows signs of astig- large, expensive armies in America
frock of figured lawn or dimity is given "Your boy
matism. Will you please investigate and and could keep these armies from dea very smart appearance by a belt or
sash of flowered ribbon, and if this rib- take steps to correct it?"
stroying his own. Washington would
To'which ehe received a note in reply !κ»
bon bas a white ground thickly patternInflicting a constant and Increasing
understand
don't
exactly
ed with flowers, it has the smartest saying: "I
on the English nation and Inexpense
1
bave
has
been
but
Charles
what
doing,
possible effect and is the very height of
He
on British taxpayers.
cidentally
can
waland
him
you
to-night,
walloped
fashion.—McCall's.
lop him to-morrow, and that ought to knew that the average Englishman
would in time grow tired of paying
·ι him·
υΐΜλίασι
help some."
111V oval·
exorbitant taxes for the support of a
Of all breakfast fruits the orange is
A Good Beveridge Story.
war that showed no signs of ending
deservedly the most popular. It is a
"An orator," Mr. Beveridge eaid, "was and would
probably try to force the |
food that is distinctly health-giving.
of
He
people.
addressing an assemblage
Orange juice aids greatly in reducing recounted the people's wrongs. Then British government to end hostilities
the amount of putrefaction found in the
As a matter of fact, this was eventual-)
be passionately cried:
intestines of nearly all persons who are
are
America's great men? ly almost exactly what happened.
"Where
submitted to clinical laboratory tests.
To bring about this grand result
Why don't they take up the cudgel in
Grapes are another fruit that should our
defense? In the face of manifold Washington was content to risk the
always be eaten freely when obtainable. wrongs why do they remain cold, im- sneers of noncombatants by constantApples are preferably eaten before re- movable, silent?'
ly retreating and at the same time
"
tiring, and two are about twice as good
'Because they are all cast in bronze!' keeping the enemy ever on the alert
The apple habit, persisted in,
as one.
shouted a cynic in the rear."
and at heavy money expenditure.
often works rather surprising results
Meantime. In the mrtnmer of 1777.
with persons who are naturally listless.
with chronic throat and
Many
people
Lemons can hardly be eaten as a fruit,
trouble have found comfort and re- the British General Burgoyue. with
lung
but lemonade is a valuable beverage. lief in
Foley's Honey and Tar as it cures about 10.000 men. marched down from
When used as a laxative, fresh figs stubborn
\t
coughs after other treatment Canada. Invading New England
not
when
should form the deseert;
has failed. L. M. Buggies, Beasoner, Bennington, whither he went to dea
form
dried
ubtainable the
good Iowa, writes: "The doctors said I had
figs
stroy the American military stores, he
substitute.
consumption, and I got no better until I was successfully opposed In battle by
Of the value of bananas there seems took
and Tar. It stopFoley's
Honey
some reasonable doubt.
Uany persons ped the hemorrhages and pain jn my the Vermont General Stark, who is
complain that theyOnd them indigesti- lungs and they are now as sound as a said to have shouted to his men as
the British advanced:
ble; they are quite likely to reach this bullet." F. A. Shurtleff Jk Co.
conclusion if the banana be eaten fre"There are the redcoats! We'll drive
of
libel
"Be sure and keep inside the
quently as the needless complement
them back before night or Molly Stark
other
On
the
cub
meal.
ibe
editor
to
said
the
an already hearty
laws,"
city
ls a widow!"
hand, there can be no doubt that the reporter. The cub's first obituary notice
Burgoyne turned his course into
is
olive
fresh
of
of
the
as
follows:
"The
read
alleged corpse
growing popularity
New York state, and Benedict Arnold
tbe
with
ranks
to
It
asserted
friends
Mr.
John
deserved.
by
surely
Smith,
fully
small
rushed a
orange and the grape, and is, of course, have lived at No. 113 West Jones Street,
north
to
much ahead of either in case of sluggish was said to have been buried at Greenhill army
Armeet tilm
intestines or constitutional thinness.
cemetery yesterday."
nold fought heNo false pretense has marked the caHow She Keeps Young.
roically for libenreer of Ely's Cream Balm.
Being
She eate three warm meals a day at
η nil had retirely harmless, it is not responsible like erty
regular hours.
snuffs and powders, for ceived Ibe basest
the
catarrh
She sleeps eight hours and as often as
and
minds shattered by cocaine. The great Ingratitude
possible two of them before midnight.
virtue of Fly's Cream Balm is th»t it III treat m e η t
She takes fifteen quiet minutes in a
speedily and completely overcomes nasal from congress.
darkened room after luncheon.
Back of this To him alone Is
catarrh and hay fever.
She begins each day with a oold bath,
statement is the testimony of thousands due W· checking
followed by a glass of cold or hot water.
of
a
and reputation
many years' success. of Β u r ο y ne'e
She is careful to spend at least half an
g
All druggists, 50c., or mailed by Ely
lie
hour every day in the open air.
a d ν » η c e.
50 Warren Street, New York.
She never rides where she can walk Bros.,
blockid the Brittbe distance comfortably.
She (belligerently)—"Do you know of ish
progress
She doesn't waste her vitality in superany stale in the Union in which woman again and again.
iluous and energetic talking.
has the upper hand without the ballot?"
ind by the time
She is neither self-centered nor family
He—"Oh, yes."
Hurgoyiie reachcentered, but has a few, fresh outside
She—"What state is it?"
?d Saratoga early
interests to
keep her "alive" and
He—(meekly)—"The state of matri- In October Arthoughtful.
mony."
nold had the sitShe never lets herself moan over tbe
arnold at
past nor worry about the future, but alBeer drinkers and others who suffer uation fairly well benedict
ok
battle
ways makes the best of the preeent and with Brigbt's Disease, Diabetes, Back In hand.
After T,IE
ηαπατοοα.
keeps sweet and cheerful.
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble he had accomcan be cured if they will take Bloodine
pllshcd this much and was preparing
Hints.
Blood and Kidney Tablets, 50c. a box, to strike the decisive blow which
BosBloodine
Inc.
mailed
The
Co.,
by
A MEAT ECONOMY.
should
destroy Burgoyne congress
ton, Mass.
^eiit General Gates north to take comIt was not' till I had been housekeepArnold had
She (effusively)—How nice it is to mand over Arnold's head
ing a number of years that I realized
that in buying French chops one paid have met you again after all these years, forced Burgoyne Into a position where
1
for a very great deal more meat than one my dear Captain Burlington.
the latter must either give battle or
He—Major now. That was ten years rurreuder. An indecisive engagement
got. Once aware of this, I always—
when ordering French chops—told my ago, you know.
occurred at Stillwater Sept. 19 and
She (still more effusively)—How time
butcher to send me the trimmings. The
the more famous battle of Saratoga on
result is that—as we use a great many flies! Well, congratulations and good
French chops on our table—the trim- by. I hope you will be a general when O.-t. 7.
In tills battle Gates gave Arnold no
mings furnish all the lamb needed for next we meet.
■Otniniiiid and from the first had Inmy soup-pot; and with the addition of
If people with symptoms of kidney or suited and treated him as η mere unthe bones from roast meats and steak I
realize their danwhen the American
can keep my table supplied with deli- bladder trouble could
But
derling
cious soups without ever buying soup ger they would without loss of time troops were hard pressed Arnold, actcommence
taking Foley's Kidney
meat.
on no one's orders, galloped on to
Remedy. This great remedy stops the ing
LABOR-SAVING IN THE KITCHEN.
the field, assumed command and led
and
the
pain
irregularities, strengthens
A mop-wringer,
adjustable to any and builds up these organs and there is no a series of daring, furious charges
pail, makes possible tbe use of very hot danger of Brigbt's disease or other against Burgoyne's lines. The solThe serious disorder. Do not
water or strong cleansing fiuids.
disregard the diers adored Arnold and followed enwater is pressed from the mop by means early symptôme.
F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co. thusiastically where he led
They
of a lever, and a very young girl will be
broke through the British ranks and
able to use it successfully.
"I
said
the
returned
hunter,
"Yes,"
Into one of the greatest
A bread-maker reduces the labor of had a narrow escape from a rhinoceros." turned defeat
victories of the whole war
Burgoyne
bread-making to a minimum, and if di"And what saved you?"
ten
rections are followed, its use will result
"The fact that the rhinoceros oould surrendered with his whole army
in a fine-grained, sweet, and wholesome not climb a tree had something to do days later.
bread.
with it," responded the hunter, modestA covered roaster does away with the ly·
:
How an Ostrich Eat· Orange·.
task of constant basting.
Do you have that dark brown taste in
At the Cawston ostrich farm in South
Among tbe other small conveniences
which should be found in every kitchen your mouth every morning when you Pasadena, Cal., there Is a veteran bird
awake? If so,
are asbestoe mats, metal kettle scraper,
you are bilious and should railed Emperor William. The Emperor
rubber plate-cleaner, toast-rack, toasters, take two or three of those little Blood- makes a
daily practice of catching In
to take, never sickbroilers, double boiler, rflre egg-whip, ine Liver Pills, easy
midair oranges which arc thrown'to
mailed
The
weaken
or
25c.,
en,
by
gripe,
a dieh-mop, scrub-brushes for cleaning
him and gulping them down whole.
Mass.
vegetables, a vegetable slicer, apple- Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston,
He has been known to have as many
parer, and can opener, as well as a plenVoice (in the house)—Bessie, what is as a dozen of the big rouud fruit going
tiful supply of the ordinary utensils.
so
the
on
out
there
porch
keeping you
down his slim neck at once, makiug
A LAUNDRY HELP.
long?
the latter look uot unlike a string of
skirts
for
the
Bessie—I
am
this
for
comet,
laundering
looking
Try
process
Immense beads. Although he bus on
and children's suits of mohair or bril- mamma.
as
of several occasions eaten as many
Voice—You'll take your death
liantlne. Do not wring when taking out
thirty-five or forty oranges In succesLet the garment cold.
of the rinse water.
Bessie—Not at ail, mamma. I'm—I'm sion, he Is in good health at the ripe
blow dry in a brisk wind, If possible.
ostrich age» of twenty-three years. The
Iron it, when bone dry, with as hot an well wrapped.
iron as the goods will stand without
(ood seems to agree with him.
Foley's Honey and Tar not only stops
scorching. Every wrinkle comes out,
the finistrts glossy, and there will be no chronic coughs that weaken the constiNonsense Rhyme.
sagging at the seams. Moreover it takes tution and develop into consumption,
It
and
the
but
beats
for
time
about a tenth of the
strengthens
lungs.
required
affords comfort and relief in the worst
the usual method.
oases of chronic bronchitis, asthma, hay
CLOTHE8-LINE POLES.
fever and lung troable. F. A. Shurtleff
The line, with its burden of clean & Co.
be
will
will
never
nor
fall,
poles
ototbea,
lost or mislaid, if the latter be attached
In a mining village not far from Glasto the line by a staple driven in its top, gow a miner had met with an accident
and sufficiently larjge to permit the poles and before the doctor arrived.he fainted.
to be readily moved along the rope or When the doctor came he examined the
wire.
injured man, and ordered a glass of There was an old person of Bree,
SCREEN IN REGISTERS.
brandy.
Who frequented the depths of the sea.
After the miner had revived, the docShe nursed the small fishes
Cut pieces of wire screen the size of
asked him if he felt better.
tor
And washed all the dishes
under
hot-air
the
the openings of
pipes
And swam back again Into Bree.
The answer was: "I ken naetbln'o'
the registers, and plaoe one over each
^
skill; but, man, you order grand
opening. This will save the loss of yer
medioine."
A Bottle Trick.
which
can
articles
small
slip
many
Remark to the assembled company
through the gratings. It also keeps a
Delay in taking Foley's Kidney tbat you can get vinegar out of a bot·
good deal of dust and lint from collect- Remedy
have backache, kidney or
if
you
tie If you have no corkscrew and if
ing in the pipes.
bladder trouble, fastens the disease upon
you do not break tbe bottle or put a
CURE FOR TOOTHACHE
you and makes a cure more difficult.
Two drams of alum rednoed to an im- Commence
taking Foley's Kidney bole in tbe cork.
Solution: Push tbe cork lato tbe botpalpable powder; seven drams of nitrous Remedy to-day and yon will soon be
to well. Why risk aMrlooa malady? f. ▲. tle.
of ether. Mis and

sd by Tbe Bloodine Co., Inc., Boaton, spirits
tooth.
Hase.

oum

Steamship· "GoTernor Dlngley" or
"Bay State" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, weak day· at 7 p. u., Sunday»

taken the agency
Osborne Farm
the

Having

slits down the middle,
about three-eighths of an Inch apart
Begin
and about three inches Ion.?.
near the narrow <;nd so as to have
rooin at the wider end for a small

.Now

rock builds higher and higher every day.
The ocean steamers touchiog at Apia
pass within close balling distance of this
dramatic spectacle.
Scientists who have seen the most

A Case

Take a strip of leather about seren
Inches by two Inches In size and with
α sharp knife cut a piece out of It that
Is about Ave and one-half luehes lonj:
and wider at the bottom than at the
top, say one and five-eighths Inche?
and one and one-quarter Inches reside

XII.—The Revolution.
Saratoga and Arnold.

crater banga a great crimaon cloud,
while eight milea dlatant from the volcanic cone appeara a leaser cloud, aome·
timea divided into many columns of apparent fire. It is but the steam arising
from the sea, colored by the red glowing
lava that pours a Niagara of fire over the
cliffs that the ceaseless torrent of molten

recent flow claim that every minute three
hundred thousand tons of lava flow over
the lower rim of the crater; and this not
resembling in any way the other lava,
but like molten iron spread^over the old
field and beyond, until at the sea there
is a Niagara of fire full ten milea in
width. As this molten lava falls into
the ocean it turns to fine black sand and
sinks, and so a new coast line is being
built up in water three and four hundred
feet deep. This moving molten lake advances at the rate of four miles an hour.
Aa it pours itself into the sea columns
of water are raised in steam to incalculable heights, and this, descending in a
fine rain of brine, destroys vegetation,
and corrodes the galvanized iron roofings
of churches and trading stations for
miles around. As the torrents of boiling lava break against the basalt cliffs or
hummocks left by the old flow, cliffs are
melted by the heat, hummocks disintegrated and carried forward by the flow
to be burled into the sea, where they explode like titanic bombs, and this is taking place every moment aloog an everwidening sea-front of ten miles at leant.
For more than a mile out in the ocean
the water boils, and from the crater still
flows a steady stream of lava greater, it
is said, than man has ever seen in the
past issue from any volcano of which
there is record. Never once since that
night four years ago, when this volcano
was born in a peaceful valley, bas it remained for a moment quiescent.—Α. Π.
Ford, in Harper's Weekly.

|1.M

DAILY IXCLVDine IVUDAIt.

ever-seething lake of fire within the

quickly.

line of Feather Dusters.

a

to Launder

Vigorous

DUSTERS!

FEATHER

How

Summer Dree·.

But dwell in many a comfortable home,
ter to do the work at home.
And there when fading day turns into rnbbing is not needed and will soon
night
Put
make them look old and faded.
My whole will brightly shine with ruddy
warm, soft water in a tub, add a tablelight.
spoonful of powdered borax to every
bucketful ana rub enough soap in it to
No. 559.—Quotation Puzzle.
make a good suds. Wash the garments
The initial letters of the following until clean without
rubbing any soap
when
spell
placed,
properly
quotations,
directly upon tbem. Nothing is so
the name of something we often find good for cleaning such fabrics as borax,
since it does not rade tbe delioate colore.
In others and sometimes in ourselves:
Rinse in warm water.
Prepare a thin
A lamb appears a lion, and we fear
boiled starch, dip the pieces in it and
Each bush we see's a bear.
shade to dry. Ά
Unblessed thy hand—if in this low dis- bang tbem up in the
brisk wind is liable to tesr them, and
guise
Wanders perhaps some Inmate of the long exposure to sunshine will fade
skies.
tbem.
Fear always springs from ignorance.
Dampen and roll the garments two or
three hours before ironing them. EmLove keeps the cold out better than a
broidery should be straightened out and
cloak.
ironed on the wrong side. Keep a dish
It serves for food and raiment.
of clear, cold water and a soft sponge or
Still in thy right hand carry gentle peace
piece of linen at band so that any spots
To silence envious tongues.
that are too dry may be dampened beThe greatest of faults, I should say, Is to
fore ironing. Some materials look betbe conscious of none.
ter when ironed on tbe wrong side;
—Youth's Companion.
others need the smooth finish produced
by ironing on the right side. If the
irons are rough, rub them with a piece
No. 560.—Concealed Half Square.
of beeswax tied in a cloth.
In the first sentence is concealed a
There is no season of the year when
word of seveu letters, in the second a one can be so
beautifully dressed at such
word of six letters, and so on to the a reasonable cost as in tbe summer.
last sentence, from which only one Dainty organdies, swiss novelties, lawns,
When these dimities, printed madras and ginghams
letter is to be taken.
words have been rightly selected place may be had in lovely sbadee and designs.
is more suitable for warm
them under one another, the initial Nothing
weather ejther for shirt waists to be
letters forming a perpendicular line.
worn with heavy linen or cloth skirts, or
The result will be a half square, read- for whole dresses.
and
downward.
across
same
the
ing
Ribbons can be utilized past all belief
1. Hide, base deceiver! 2. You will by ingenious
women.
They can be
find the books near Ned Little's house. cleaned in ammonia or turpentine water
3. Rob rau to the store today. 4. Is and pressed—having a cloth between
the iron and pressed while
this pan Nancy's? 5. How early did them and
damp. If faded they can be dyed a
you rise today? 0. About 9 o'clock; I
deeper shade or black. The method par
was too tired to get up sooner. 7. Inexcellence (and really little knowu) is to
late.
was
that
decidedly
deed,
clean the ribbons as. you can clean aiiy
woolen, silk or velvet, chenille, kid, etc.,
with gasoline—outdoors. To make dyeNo. 561.—A Pictorial Letter.
ing a pleasure, mix oil paint from your
art tubes with gasoline, thin it and dip
your ribbons therein, attaining instantly
a lovely, even color, which dries very

!

PORTLAND,

AddreM:

A Volcano That Rom lo the Night.
Id the bland of Savait, in the Samoan
group, dnring an August night In the
year 1906 there aroee from the midst of
a peaceful oocoa plantation a volcano
that in the four year· of it· atiil ceaseleea activity haa sent forth more molten
lava than haa any voloano of which there
la human record. To-day thla flow of
lava, in aome placée aeven hundred feet

Sea in appearanoe from » (rook that has been
starched In

gnome.

The Best Thing Yet Out Is

U solicited.

of Interest to the ladle·
Editor HOUHKAKSBS'

Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me.

gammer

No. 558.—Riddle.
Cut off my head and I'm a rolling ball;
Curtail me and. unseen, I'm felt by all;
Once more curtail me and a tense you'll
And;
Behead me and Its organ comes to mind.
I'm neither man nor beast nor bird nor

SCREEN YOUR WINDOWS

Oorreapoadeneeoatoplos

▲ crisp,

No. 567.—Flower Anagram·.
Ο, I began. Stuecu. Snupsle.
•tore. 0, red lane. Ruin game.

years they have stood for health and happiness
in thousands of homes, jj cents a bottle.

In

HOMEMAXEES COLUMN.

Patents
Dmicns
Copyrights A.

....

description

a sketch and
our opinio· fr··

Anyone lending

α

u
an

whetbci
quickly ascertain
a
Invention la probably patentable, Comme
tlnus strictly cunfldeiitlal. ΗΑΝ0Β00Κ on IV
tent free. Oldest agency forsecurui* Datet.··.
Patents taken through Munn ft Co. re< ·· »«
tpteial ηotiet, without charge, la tb·
«

Scientific American

NORWAY, MAINE.

Dr. Austin Tenney,
Oon.Het,
Will be at his Norway office over C.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

Friday, Aug.

could m:ike his way to hint. i»:issin^
through every square once, and only
It was after many vain atonce.
tempts dial the course was at last tils·
covered. Can you work It out?
To trace I Ills course draw Hues upon
Hie diagram from square 1G to squares
:kS. r.'J.
'2'.), ns. ·Μ. 8. 57, 1. 7. 42.
10. 13. '27 and 10. This {.Ives fifteen

'201 h,

ΙΟ A. M. to 4 P. M.

At Rumford,

Friday, Aug. 13th,

Eyes examined free and all Glasses
warranted satisfactory.
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

lines which pass through every square
only once.
A Riddle.
Hade of china or of glass
And sometimes made of clay,
The bo.vs are very fund of me
And love with me to play.

Answer. —Marbl«»s.

THIS

—

Keep

—

rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.
William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
makes a finer grained or more delicious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored

ELIXIR

with its 57 years of earned reputa-

tion, is the ideal household
of most every mother.

Flour

Buy William Tell Flour by the
barrel, if possible. You thus protect
yourself against "wheat corners" and

women.

remedy

System.

Enriches the Blood.
Tones up the Stomach.

in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned

six times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.

Expels Impurities.
Best Worm Remedy.

Ask your dealer and Insist on

ΓΓ WILL MAKE TOUR CHILDREN WHAT
THEY SHOULD BE.

50c

Discharge.

for
)

j InBankrup
Bankrupt. J
To the Hon. CLABKKCX Hale, Judge of tin !>:

t
trlct Court of the Unlte<l States fur the I)!rt
of Maine:
W. ROBB1N8, of Woodstock, In ti.s
County of Oxford, ami State of Main.,
In said District, re»|»ectfully represents, that
the -'-till 'lay of April, last past, he was
the Acte of Con/
adjudgedto bankrupt, under
relating
Bankruptcy; that he has duly
rendered all hi· property and rights of |>ro|wrt
inand has fully complied with all the
of said Acte and of the order» of Court tourl.'.rif
hU bankruptcy.
Wherefore ne pray», that he may l»e decn
by the Court to nave a full discharge from ·..κ
debts provable against his estate under
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts i.s are «1
reptcd by law from such discharge.
bated tills Wth day of July, A. I). 1909.
IRWIN W. BOBBINS, Bankrupt

IRWIN

·..

requlrem·

-·

having

$1.00

—

William Tell
For Sale

FOR MALE.

TWO VALUABLE PINE TIMBER LOTS.
Lot of spruce ami poplar, Jnu farm», all grades
antl prices, some great bargains. Also a boanllng house, bnkery ami harness shop. Come an<l
MA/EN'S FARM A REAL
see what 1 have.
.M-Sl
ESTATE AGENCY, Oxford, Me.

granted.

Bills Down

ages of child-

hood need a strengthening
tonic to produce healthy,
red-blooded American men-

35c.

Bankript's Petition

In the matter of
IRWIN W. ROBBINS,

<

PICTURE

Cleanses the

Branch Offlce. ®4 F Ht- Washington. 1). C.

DlHTKICT or M AINK, 88.
On thle lîili day of July, A. D. I'M,
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by tne Court, that a hearing I
upon the same on the 7th dav of Aug Λ I'
1900, before eald Court at Portland, In sal I I
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; a:
The Oxf· <
notice thereof be published In
Democrat, a newspa|>er printed In sail!·'
and that all known creditor·, anil other |
In Interest, may appear at the sai l 111
place, and show cause. If any they ton
the prayer of said petitioner should »

ON THE

and

MUHN8Co.',"~«-"Newliorli

ORDKR OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΗΕΟΝ.

GENUINE

The tender

<
A bandaomely Illustrated weekly. Ijtr»e«i .:·
eolation of any scientific tournai. Terni·. I. «
«rs.
newsde»
all
Bold
by
|L
four
montba,
year:

by

OftGANIZIO 1β2β.

ANNUAL STATKMKNT

Till

ol

MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE CO.

VERMONT
OF

MONTP1LI1R, VT.

Kor the year

ending Dec. 31, I
#77.
1, 19u$

Insurance In force Jan.
Written In 19U*.

»

!>·,:

-1

■

IM.V.J *10»
Policies terminated during the year, Λί.17··
Insurance In force Dec.

31,

1

ASSETS Dec.

De|>oi-lt notes
Keal estate,
Cash de|ioslted In
Cash In t Mice,
Bills receivable,

31,

l!M.

■·

1»4,«· 33

|7,7I·

31, 190*
LIABILITIES.

Re insurance reserve
Losses adjusted, not yet due
Wl.
Losses
lUBBCO ICJIUI
reporte·!

*

·'

*'

Λ,97»'

IS.'.I

...............

11.711

Commission and brokerage

t

'*>
protect policy holders,. 7^ί-7.'·

♦7,710.7

Picture Frames

■'

I-1

Total assets Dec.

Assets to

I

#7,3:·

bank,

....

N. D. Bolster Co.
[

And It Is further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all knowi: ·.
Iters copies of said petition and this order.
Iressed to them at their places of rr-;
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarrnck Hai.k,
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, .it
land, In said District, on the 17th day
A. D. 1901».
JAMES E. HEWEY.t'Iert
[ L. 8.)
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest : J AUKS E. IIKWKV, Clerk

·■

<1
Μ
Jl

SUMMARY (OR THE YRAR 1'·<«"·

#7,71·»,7·»; -I
Total admitted assets,
Net surplus, not Including deposit
£!·.··' '*'
notes,
«;,·ι·ό·
Losses paid In 1S«W,
7.Ï-U
Losses paid since organization
<
Oatn In assets In l'J08,
V. H. A C. C. PLUMMEK. Genera
w*
for Maine, 121 Exchange Street, Portland,

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s,jL

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,

S. RICHARDS,

Wanted.
A situation aa an experienced nurse.
Write to Mrs. A. Ë. Townaend, Oxford,
Maine, R. F. D. 1, or telephone E. L.
Bnrna, New England 12 4, Oxford and

Eye-measuring Specialist, ] Otiafleld 14, Oxford.
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanse· and beautifies the ha
FrotnoU· a luxuriant growth.
Never Tail· to Beetore Or*y
Hairf to Its
ita Yoothfti)
Toothful Qolr
Color.
Cum Maip dlMMMk

hatrfaUiifr

*gS«U»atPnMfris

13tf

HEMLOCK BOARDS.
Hemlock covering boards.

good
35tf

Also

work horse for sale.

J.

MeCALL'S MAGAZINE
More subscriber* than any oil···' las'
I
magazine—million a month. Inva.iu.
" ■'*·
est styles, patterns, dressmaking,
needlew»ik,h.n'iii
p'ain sewinjr, fancy
Α
'Ο ο
etiquette, pood storfc*, etc. Un y
yrar ('"ortli <1 utile), i ne ! ucli ι· fr a t
Ι··Γ sa ;
SulHci it>·.· toû.:;.', or su
woNsraf:;l in jucrsi^.TS
ni
r
UiΛ~ιntr, p.. l I
■

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

TERNS
McCALL PATTERNS
>nJ
Celebrated forr style, perfect fit, simplicity
in
near
jrly 40 year». So lit in
reliability
St.it>·>
United
totvr in the
every city andI town
Canada, or by mail itireet. More
Send lor free cat»l· ν'·
any other make.

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

a.;di.wc^ :· ■
:;j ο

«ut: μη au. ι

,.

/.

ν;. :

1

s.. r w

NOTICE.

tb«
la the District Court of the United States for
District of Maine, In Bankruptcy.
)
la the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
IRWIN W. BOBBINS,
of Woodstock, Bankrupt. )
In tbe
To the creditors of Irwin W. Bobbin·,
County of Oiford and district aforesaid datr or
Notice Is hereby given that oa tne 4Uk
Bobbin»
April, A. D. 180». the said Irwin W. tbe erst
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
at the offlce
held
fe
will
his
creditors
of
meeting
Pari·,
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
o'clock
on the 7th day of Jul', A. D. Ιβοβ, at 10
in the forenoon, at which time tbe said creditorsa
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
Desuch other business as may properly come
fore said meeting.
South Parla, June 18,1909

J

u*"»{v

WALTkEL-QRAY^^

